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STATE CAPITALISM; STATE SOCIALISM AND THE POLITICIZATICN OF WORKERS

I.

INTROIXJCTION

Politicization implies a change in individual roles fran parochial or
subject to autoncnous participant in political life. l

The highest levels of

politicization imply a fundamental transfonnation in the way citizens relate
to government; with citizens becaning aggressive fonnulators of the agenda for
public discussion and active participants in holding public officials to
account.

A high level of politicization could transfonn or threaten to

transfonn any given political system.
We propose to investigate the existence of certain requisites for the
politicization of industrial labor in the state socialist regimes of Eastern
Europe and the state capitalist regimes of latin America.

Attention will be

focused on particular regimes where each of the authors has done previous
field

\VOrk

(Poland;

Ranania

by

Nelson:

Mexico;

Venezuela

by

Coleman).

Although politicization has been the object of much research; the state's role
in structuring the process of politicization has been tmderestimated.

We

believe that the distinction between state capitalism and state socialism is
one which can help to explain the degree and kind of politicization which
occurs

in

contrasting

settings;

implications of politicization.

as

well

as

to

suggest

the

systemic

Today; state socialist and state capitalist

systems are the world's t\VO predaninant nodes of political econany.

A ruling

ccmmmist party nakes the identification of "state socialism" rather easy in
at least sixteen systems. 2

A variety of other systems such as Tanzania;

however; might be c::onsidered as cases of state socialism; were one to adopt a
loose definition of the concept.

2

In principle;

the concept. of state socialisn is clear.

Malloy has

characterized the political noiel of state socialism in tenns of control by a
bureaucratized elite; the elites I rhetorical identificaticn with peasants and
\"JOrkers;

the lack of a market mechanism;

and the allocation of costs in

national plans and their transmissicn as central ccmnarrl decisions. 3

Using

these criteria; many of the "loosely socialist" Afican and Asian cases \\Ould
fall short of the ideal-typical state socialist modef ,
sane imprecision of fit;

Nonetheless; ignoring

there may be two or three dozen cases of state

socialist polities in the world today.
State capitalist systems;

the essential characteristics of \tJhich are

again described by Malloy;4 are the fonn of political econany nost ccmronly
encountered in the \\Orld today.

In much of Africa; Asia and Latin .America,

the state is expected to invest not only in the "social overhead" necessary to
make private econanic activity productive but also to undertake production and
service activities.

The latter are undertaken primarily where the private

sector exhibits disinterest because higher returns are available in other
activities; in industries where the investment needs are so great that only
governmentally enforced

II

savings II

will

suffice

to

acquire the requisite

capital; or where industries are deemed "too strategic" to be left to the
private sector; especially the foreign private sector.

'!here may well be one

hundred or nore countries that could be characterized as state capitalist
systems.

Hence ; it ought be of interest to cxmpare state socialist and state

capitalist systans if only because they are very eatm:n arrangements, which
have been understudied by North .American canp:rrativists. 5
There is a nore important reason; however;
canp:rratively:

for studying such systems

stat-e- -soctalisnr" and" -state - -capitalism" ~ represent-" oontrasting

positions" -on -a -continuum' 'of" JX?ssible . state" roles"" in -structuring" -and -managing

3

social· -conflict.

Politicization may occur in either of these t\tJO very

different contexts.

By canparing the p:>liticization of one social qroup,

industrial workers; in the t\tJO settings, we can, loosely speakdnq,
for

certain individual-level detenninants of pol.Lt.Lcd.zat.Lon ,

II

tirne~

II

control

At the same

we can begin to detect the extent to which the affective content,

intensity and duration of

politicization~

as well as the targets thereof; are

We thus seek in this paper to escape the

affeetErl by contextual factors.

confines of area studies; while recognizing that our effort will be limited by
imperfect and non-canparable data sets. 6
The constructs of state socialism and state capitalism suggest a \tJOrking
hypothesis:
The rrore obtrusive the state I s role in structuring, managing,
and II resolving II social conflict, the greater the tendency of
dissatisfied \tJOrkers to attribute responsibility directly to the
state for conditions held objectionable on nonnative grounds.
That inequality; a condition oojectionable on nonnative grounds, persists is
more likely to be attributErl to or "blamed on" the structures of authority in
a state socialist than in a state capitalist regime.

COnsequently, the logic

of canparing state socialism and state capitalism is not to detennine which is
nost likely to make workers lIunhappy.1I7

Rather; our concern is to examine

what difference it apparently makes for dissatisfiErl workers to be locatErl in
one type of structural setting vis-a-vis another.
in

both

settings:

assessments.

often

there

are

gcx:x1

Dissatisfied \tJOrkers exist

reasons

for

their

negative

\mat they do with their dissatisfaction may depend, however ~ on

where they are located.
Details on \\Orkers I dissatisfaction will be provided below in Part II.
In

Part

III;

consciousness.

our

concern

is

with

the

emergence

of

working

class

The attribution of responsibility for one I s dissatisfaction to

the political system is addressErl in Part IV.

Qata which tap workers I

4

perceptions of system responsiveness; or data indicating the degree to which
institutions are perceived to serve the interests of \\1Orkers; will be reported
in

this

section.

A consideratien of the

mldertaken in Part V.

extent of politicizatien

is

Finally; in Part VI; we assess the correspondence of

our data to the working hypothesis am

\\Ie

attempt to interpret the systemic

consequences of that pattern of p:>liticization nost cxmnonly encountered in
the t\\1O contrasting settings.
II •

EVIDENCE OF DISSATISFACTION

Dictatorships "of the proletariat II have held p:>Wer in Eastern Europe for
alnost four decades;

am

nore

today' s

p:>ignant

of

in the USSR for six
pol.Ltical

am

ironies

a half decades.
is

the

Arcong the

high

level

of

dissatisfactien apparent anong industrial laborers in these state socialist
regimes.

Many; if not most., \\1Orkers in such regimes feel that their interests

are not well represented.

The situation is qualitatively different in Latin

America \\here state capitalist systems have based their claims to legitimacy
less

strongly en

identity with workers'

interests.

Rather;

the

state

capitalist regimes ask to be judged on their success in providing "econanic
developnent."

But it is often argued; with reason; that such regimes have

transferred the costs of econanic growth to \\Orkers.

Hence; \\1Orkers have

reason to be dissatisfied in the state capitalist settings also.
'Ib take an initial dimension of possdbl,e discontent; satisfaction with
the quality of the

settings. 8
Venezuela

jc:b itself is relatively high in the state capitalist

It appears

am Mexico

that roughly twtrthirds of the \\Orkers

in lxrt:h

fim themselves basically satisfied with their jobs.

But

when asked to evaluate specific features of the jc:b (whether it provokes
boredcm, whether it is disagreeable; etc.); the extent of positive assessment
is even greater (over 80 percent for ITOSt i terns) .9

5

Data fran ccmnunist Europe are IOOre ambiguous because surveys are less

frequent

and

are

reported

less cx:mpletely.

We are able to make sane

inferences; however; that suggest important differences with workers in the
state capitalist systems.

We know fran Rananian surveys; for example; that a

bare majority of young workers in three key industrial sectors evince "general
satisfaction.. with their -jobs .10

Such

fragmentary evidence leads us to

suspect that a smaller proportion of Rananian workers would exhibit broadly
positive views about their jobs than \«>uld Latin American \«>rkers.
The evidence is IOOre canplete fran Poland.

The difficult situation of

industrial laborers is recognized by all segments of Polish society: the
occupations

of

skilled

workers

consistently

have

been

viewed

as

less

"prestigious" in comparative rankings with other types of employment;ll an
assessment which theoretically ought be surprising in a "classless" socialist
state.
been

A sensitivity to cx:mparative levels of ma.terial \VeIl-being has long
a

workers.

critical

element

of

the

dissatisfaction prevalent

anong

Polish

Polish \\1Orkers of all kinds; but especially the unskilled \«>rkers;

are rankled by personal deprivations which are not experienced by those in
other occupations.

M:>re frequently than do individuals in other Polish social

strata; workers think their incanes are too small and are concerned that their
tenuous financial oonditions will impair their ability to buy needed Clothing;
furniture; housing and food .12

Housing shortages; even IOOre than nutritional

or other problems; afflict the Polish \«>rking class in a way that causes
dissatisfaction.

Shortages of housing; which worsened quickly in the late

1960s and 1970s with the growth of urban areas; had the greatest impact on
those with less Inccme, i.e. those most likely to have arrived recently fran
rural areas or to have married recently.
are also ccmoon arrong industrial laborers .13

'!hese characteristics; of course;

6

The dissatisfaction of Polish workers is not fully a product of the
absolute level of deprivation.

Econanic difficulties might be borne by

workers in state socialist systems without canplaint were there a sense that
deprivation had been distributed evenly.

The dissatisfaction d:>served in

Poland since 1979 is peculiar to state socialist regimes that encourage
citizens to jUdge the political system by nonns of distributive equity but
which fail to distribute goods and services equally.

Lech Walesa's pithy

statement goes to the heart of Polish \\Orking class discontent -

Poles "could

live on one crust of bread; as long as it were divided equally. II
As

long ago as 1961; skilled and unskilled \\Orkers indicated a nore

intense objecticn than did other Poles to remaining differences in earnings;
wealth; education or other scarce values. 14

Polish citizens became even nore

cognizant of inequalities during the 1970s; such that by 1975; 91 percent
cited differences in wealth as a "strong" or livery strong" Impediment. to the
tmity of Polish society.

Other surveys conducted in late 1980 corroborated

the 1975 findings; indicating continued concern about the unequal distribution
of wealth and opporttmities .15

Poles were not objecting to all incane

differentials but were reacting "against the econanic status and life style of
the power elite." 16

The "power e1ite" against which the antagonism of Polish

society grew in the 1970s and early 1980s was identified by shipyard \\1Orkers
as the "ruling group; goverrnnent elite and praninent individuals." 17

Were

such a sentiment found anong all \\Orkers; then the material dissatisfaction of
laborers \\Ould be canpounded by canparison of personal situations with those
of goverrnnental elites Who seem to epitanize the remaining inequalities in
socialist Poland.
As with \\Orkers' dissatisfaction in Fastern Europe; the higher levels of

satisfaction in Latin American state capitalist systems can be understoOO by

7

looking beyond the workplace.

In roth venezuela and Mexico; urban growth has

proceeded much in advance of industrial employment opportunties.
century

pressures

on

available

land

in

the

countryside,

'IWentieth

originating

in

denographic changes or trends toward land concentration, have been exacerbated
by pursuit of policies which favor large scale camnercial agriculture which is

capital intensive rather than labor intensive.

As a consequence; Mexico and

venezuela follow the pattern of much of Latin America18 in having a Labor
force that is distributed across a shrinking agricUltural sector; a nodest
industrial sector; and rapidly growing service sector where most new jobs are
found. l 9

In general, industrial workers in both countries sense the value of

the employment they have in the labor surplus envirornnent in which they are
located.

This helps to account for the relative satisfaction of the Latin

American workers.
In state socialist regimes, full employment is generally sought by the
state, even at the cost of considerable inefficiency.

For workers in such

settings, employment "opportunities II are less of an issue than is the level of
remuneration or the goods and services available for purchase with salaries
earned on the job and the overall distribution of material benefits wi thin
society. 20
expanded

In Eastern Europe,
rrore

employment,

rapidly

than

has

the industrial sector of the econcmy has
the

service

sector;

as in Latin America, has declined. 21

\\bile

agricultural

SO the contrast between

"pr.ivd Leqed" industrial w::>rkers and "Less privileged II service sector w::>rkers

is neither apparent nor meaningful to Rananian workers.

In poland;

for

example; workers would not see themselves as particularly privileged to be
employed in industry: Polish workers are not as apt. as the Latin Americans to
see the lack of other alternatives as having led to their current jobs. 22

8

Half or slightly more of \\lOrkers in both state capitalist countries said
that econanic necessity or the lack of other alternatives led them to their
current positions.

Fewer than ten percent interpreted their current jcb as a

case of occupational m::>bility over their last job. 23
the point:

Both figures speak to

anployment choice is Limi,ted in the envirornnent of late-developing

capitalist econanies that put, priority on econanic values other than jcb
Mexican and Venezuelan \\lOrkers sean to understard those facts and

creation.

judge their anployment circumstances accordingly:

for their East European

counterparts rapid industrial expansion24 fosters different attitudes.

There

is less gratitude in Eastern Europe for mere anployment: expectations differ
because anployment opportunities and state policies on anployment differ.
This is not to say; however; that the \"JOrkers in state capitalist regimes
are entirely satisfied.

Indeed; their dissatisfacticn with wage levels falls

midway between the state socialist cases.

In Table I; the adequacy of the

wages paid at enterprises are assessed in the four countries under study.
Over fifty percent of \"JOrkers in both latin American countries say that
II

salaries in this enterprise are low; II while less than six percent say that

they are high; with a balance of forty percent indicating that they are
lIacceptable.1I25

Polish workers; even in the mid-1970s; were quite unhappy

with salaries; while such problems seemed less acute to Rananian \"JOrkers. 26
Wages;

of

dissatisfaction

course,
of

do

not

\"JOrkers.

constitute

Praninent

displeasure is the issue of \\1Orkers I
itself.
of

the

among

sole

source

alternative

of

sources

the
of

control over the proouctive process

In Table II; we can see that roughly 65% of Mexican \"JOrkers and 62%

Rananian

industrial

workers

perceive

themselves

as

being

consulted

infrequently or not at all; a proportion that is exceeded only in Poland. 27
Venezuelans are at the other

end;

with nearly half reporting frequent

9

consultation.

But we also kncM that a sizable proportion of Venezuelans and

Mexicans desired nore frequent oonsultation (42.8% and 39.6%; respectively).
For the state socialist cases; directly canparable data are tmavailable.
fran Table III we can Observe sane implicit contrasts.
Polish

autanobile

\\lOrkers

seen

desirous

of

But

At the very least,

participatirg

in

decisions

affecting the plant as a Whole; Which contasts with the apparent fixation on
job-specific matters in state capitalist settings.

Experiences in a socialist

society; in Which decisions are made for collectives in a visible fashion; may
lead \\lOrkers to desire a greater role in decision-making for the collective.
~st

consequential; albeit treacherous to interpret; is the extent to

which \\lOrkers entertain thoughts of changing types of employment; of escaping

fran

current

circumstances

via

further

education or

a

lTDVe

to

another

location. The level of apparent acceptance of existirg roles seemingly is
greater in Venezuela than in Mexico.
by Coleman

am

Putting it another way; data collected

others suggests that nearly 90% of the Mexican workers aspire

to sane other anp10yment possibility.

While these \\Urkers believe their

current situations to be imperfect; it also reveals a belief that individual
action

oonetheless

conditions.

could

be

taken

\'A1ich

might

improve

upon

existing

In Venezuela; the corresponding figure is only 41%; which \\lOu1d

seem to indicate greater acceptance of existing situations.

Venezuelan

results may; however; indicate a greater resignation towa.rd one IS position in
the social stratification system and a cognition that the prospects for change
are limited; without necessarily implying a nonnative acceptance of those
conditions. 28
Data regarding \\Urkforce instablity in Ranania indicate that nearly half
of a large sample of YO\.ln3 workers fran three principal industries desired a
change

in

"the

place

of

\\Urk".29

The

inclination

to

"escape

fran

10

~rkp1ace

dissatisfaction" at the
\tJOrker.

may vary in Ranania with the age of the

In a survey of \tJOrkers at one large chemical plant; Where the results

were reported not by age breakdowns but rather by skill level; the proportion
~re

wanting to change jobs
studies. 30

rDt;

in general;

quite so high as in other

However; anong the semi-skilled workers (likely to be younger than

\tJOrkers in skilled categories); the desire for rather dramatic change was
reasonably high
Younger;

(41% wishing to change place of ~rk and type of job).

semi-skilled

\\1Orkers

seem

rrore

disillusioned

and

appear

less

confident that changing their jd:> within the enterprise 'NOu1d resolve their
dissatisfaction.

Studies of "personnel stability" reveal that these problems

have been even more severe in Poland than in Ranania. 31
In the state capitalist regimes of latin America; \tJOrkers thus seem to

arrive at the final judgment that to be an industrial laborer is to have a
"good job."

However; the sense of gratitude for mere anp10yment is not

absolute: at least half of latin American Workers believe that their finn pays
salaries \\bich are (too)

low;

about 40% would like to be consulted nore

frequently about 'how they perfonn their \tJOrk; and sanewhere between 40 and 90%
think they might like to be doing sanething other than What they are currently

doi.n;J to earn a living.

Discontent does not seethe anong Latin American

industrial \tJOrkers; but grievances exist and discontent will be articulated
when \tJOrkers are asked what they think. 32
Fast European 'NOrkers are even less certain that they like their jobs.
Unlike

their

state

capitalist

counterparts;

East

European

workers

are

presented with an envirornnent in \\bich industrial enp10yment has expanded
steadily as agriculture has contracted.

State socialism; with its enphasis on

heavy industrialization;

enp10yment and labor scarcity; but

fosters

full

restricts labor IlDbility while generatinJ pressures en 'NOrkers for higher

11

productivity.

The latter pressure "makes visible" a process of saving by the

state for further investment in heavy industry that is financed by imp::>sing
costs on workers.

Hence; industrial workers tend not to be grateful for their

jobs in state socialist settings; but rather to be resentful of the pressures
which are placed on than for higher productivity and attentive to any signs of

distributive inequity.
Consultation of workers about job-related decisions appear low in all
four

systans;

especially

percentaqe, of workers
consulted

110re

in

pre-1979

Poland.

However;

a

significant

in all four poli,tical econanies would like to be

frequently;

a

finding

that

may

be

110st

politically

consequential in the Fast European cases Where "workers' self-management" has
often failed to live up to expectations. 33
Dissatisfaction exists arcong workers in both state capitalist and state
socialist settings.

There is no perfect correspondence between regi.rre type

and degree of dissatisfaction.

The ordinal-level sunmartiea in Table rJ

derronstrate;

nonetheless;

the

dissatisfied;

the Venezuelan the least.

that

Polish

labor

force

is

the

If one were to \\leigh all

nost,

four

indicators equally; on the assumpticn that each separate ranking captures an
imp::>rtant dimension of satisfaction/dissatisfaction; there would be little
difference between the Mexican and Rananian workers. 34

However; if one were

inclined to take the sumnary judgment of job satisfaction more seriously; then
workers in the state capitalist settings would appear to be less dissatisfied.
III.

IDRKING crASS CONSCIOUSNESS
Personal dissatisfaction need not imply that one's own situation will be

interpreted as a

function of one's menIDership in a social class.

This

dis j\.mction between dbjective location and subjective self-placement was; of
course; a matter of concern to

Marx;

Engels; Lenin and other early social

12

strategists.

Concern with

II

false consciousness"; with revolutionary vanguards

and other najor issues in socialist thought all

involve recognition that

industrial \«>rkers will not necessarily see thanselves as proletarians whose
interests are antagonistic to those of owners and managers.

'lb What extent do

they see the world in such tenus?
In Table V; we encounter evidence that industrial \\Orkers in two state
capitalist

regimes

tend

to

see

the

owners/managers as highly antagonistic.

relationship

between

workers

and

CMners are perceived to receive

remuneration that is excessive; workers generally are held to receive wages
that are too low; bosses are rarely believed to be genuinely interested in the
welfare of workers; and. considerable doubt is expressed about the proposition
that the welfare of the \\Orker is served by prcm:>ting the \\1elfare of the
enterprise.

Despite the greater tendency of the Venezuelan workers to reject

the latter proposition; substantial doubt is expressed in both cases.
The persistence of classes in state socialist systans received greatest
publicity via Milovan Djilas I The""New" ·Cla-ss.

'!he extent to Which Djilas I

perceptions of state socialism have been widely shared can be documented with
surveys done throughout Fast Europe over the interim.

Over half of Polish

blue collar workers in a 1965 sample; for example; thought that social classes
exist in Poland -

this despite official claims to the contrary.

Curiously;

industrial \\Orkers were more uncertain on this point than were whi te collar
\\Orkers and the intelligentsia; Who were nore poai,tive that classes exist.
The "social class II nost often cited anong respondenta who alleged that classes

exist in Poland was the

II

industrial proletariat ."35

Self identification of

social class is strongest; noreover, anong manual laborers.

Both unskilled

and skilled \\Orkers see thanselves as "blue collar \\Orkers II (Table VI) •

'Ihese

13

class

distinctions;

perhaps

urmoteworthy

elseWhere;

are

fraught

with

conflictual implications in Poland.
When \\Orkers

were

asked Whether

relations with

other

classes \\1ere

"harmondous , " "indifferent" or characterized by "dislike towal:d each other";
only 39.6% of respondents in one national sample in Poland said that relations
with white

collar

or

intelligentsia merribers were hamorrlous,

canparable percentage for

relations with the petite oourgeoisie was 32.1

We have been tmable to firrl analogous studies for the Rananian

percent. 36

Leas systematic research has suggested; 'h.ovlever ~

case.

while the

industrial labor noted for their activism -

that portdons of

miners; for example -

believe

that elites in the party; government and management will not pursue their
interests. 37
Class consciousness can be stimulated by intense personal experience.
8anewhere between a quarter and 45% of the unionized workers in the state
capitalist settings claim to have witnessed the repression of their union,

In

Mexico; the role of the goverrnnent in repressing unions has been much more
extensive than· in Venezuela; as might be expected in a nore authoritarian
polity. 38

Sane portion of the class consciousness apparent in Table V may

well derive fran personal·· -experience.

Many w::>rkers apparently have witnessed

situations where force has been used either by government or canpany to
"reconcile" labor-nanagement conflict. 39
Systematic data concerning coercive measures tmdertaken by the party
against unlons in state socialist settings are ~
find.

of course;

difficult to

Were such data at hand; we are confident that the proportion of workers

Who had experienced goverrnnent repression against unions w::>uld be higher in
the Poland of 1982 than in the Latin American cases; but substantial even in
Ranania.

The rationale for repression by the state socialist regimes is

14

clear:

workers' interests are already "well represented" by the Party and its

official trade union structure.

Dissident efforts to create independent

unions

be

will;

publicly

at

least;

"bourgeois counter-revolutionaries. II

attributed by

governing

elites

to

Incidents of repression of 'NOrkers in

East Europe are numerous; ranging fran the dramatic imposition of martial law
in Poland on December 13; 1981; to the arrests of uni.on organizers in Ranania
in mid-1979 after several rronths of limited activity. 40
Thousands of Poles were affected directly by repression as participants
in the strikes of 1956;

1968; 1970; 1976 and 1980.

More important; the

expressed preferences of the popul.atdon for an independent labor novement have
been violated; with DecerM>er 13; 1981 representing only the rrost, blatant and

recent episode.

Popular approval for SOlidarno-sc had been evident not only in

the mass menibership of ten million but also in surveys which indicated that
86% of the public favored greater self-management in econcmic enterprises and
92% aqreed that more societal control over goverrnnent should exist. 41

The

repression of Solidarity; therefore; is likely to have been salient to nost,
Poles; generating more. not less; class consciousness anong labor vis-a-vis
those perceived as exploiters; i.e. the state authorities.
Class consciousness may also be evident if one understands the purpose of
the

labor rrovement, to be a

transfonnation of society \\tUch alters the

principles guiding allocations to various social classes.

If one is not

highly class conscious; the major purpose of the labor novement may well be
simply "to improve the salaries and the well-being of workers. II

If nothing is

perceived as inherently conflictual in those relations; to improve the cause
of \tJOrkers need not impair the interests of others.

Sanewhere between 52 and

59% of the two Latin American samples of industrial \tJOrkers \tJOuld interpret
the ultimate purpose of the labor movement in a

fashicn indicating the

15

presence of
represents

consciousness. 42

class

a

This

of the working

segment

group that might be receptive to appeals

transfonnation.

for

a

class

socialist

The extent to which these Latin American workers would

actually endorse any given transition to socialism could \<VeIl depend an the
"political package"

into which the econony was wrapped. 43

But the labor

novement is seen by over half of the latin American w::>rkers as a potential
vehicle for overcaning existing social class relations which are held to be
inappropriate.
AIthough

\tJe

lack canparable data fran Eastern Europe; we can make sane

inferences fran the Polish case.

The "ultimate purpose" of Solidarity; for

instance; was to serve as a vehicle for attaining the Poles' overriding desire
for

equality.,,44

As

an egalitarian movement;

Solidarity's efforts were

"primarily against the econanic status and life style of the IXJWer elite."
That the Poles werre seeking relief fran inequality as much as fran 10Vl wages
or food shortages

~ ~

is indicated by many data-based studies Which have

fourrl that Polish workers; I1'Ore than other strata; object to the privilege,
access

to

and salaries of elites. 45

limited gocxls;

These goals;

given

expression by Solidarity; connote a desire for systemic transfonnation rather
than for mere improvement of wages or benefits.
In Ranania; no autonarous trade union "movement" has been allowed to go

beyond rudimentary stages.
unien

structure

and

to

WOrkers' cbjections to the existing official trade
the

state-created channels

for

enterprise

self-

management (the so-called workers' councils - consil-iile --oamenilor-muncii) are
indicative; however; of roles that they would prefer for these institutions.
A sample of 426 Rananian workers fran four enterprises was asked in the mid1970s "What negative behaviors do workers' council maribers exhibit which have
most; bothered

you?"

The

rrost

carmon response,

"unjust behavior;"

was
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described by the Rananian researcher as an answer which connoted much the same
concern as evinced in the Polish surveys; a desire for equal treatment. 46

If

workers' council members; who are not principally workers but more often are
enterprise managers or party leaders;
advantage

of

their

jobs

to

enrich

exhibit arrogance or if they take
themselves

perquisites; Rananian \tJOrkers react negatively.

monetarily

or

through

Were there an independent

labor rrovement in Ranania; then; it is plausible that a principal target would
be to rid the \\1Orkplace and society of such "unjust behavior."

To do so \\1Ould

be to challenge the allocative principles of society in a fonn indicating

class consciousness of \tJOrkers against those mo act in the name of the state;
but enjoy "disproportionate privilege" for doing so.
In sum, class consciousness; or the sense of sharing interests with other
workers that are antagonistic to those of managers and/or owners; is present
anong the industrial \tJOrkforce nore often than not.

A degree of "inherent

antagonism" arcong "classes" is presumed to exist by workers in roth state
capitalist and state socialist settings.

Repression of unions; undertaken by

both governments and private canpanies in state capitalism; is a sine· qua- ·non

of state socialism as practiced in East Europe.

But union novements \firlch

dare to propose changes in the principles that currently guide allocative
decisions are likely to be repressed in both systems.

In the Latin American

cases; these are likely to be unions that propose a transiticn to socialism
(of any variety): in the Fast European context these are likely to be unions;
such as Poland IS Solidarnosc; which propose a denocratization of existing
fonns of state socialism.
serves similar ends
consciousness.

The experience of repression; however; probably

in both settings by heightening the sense of class
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Being dissatisfied with one's personal situation

am

sharing a sense of

exploitation with other merribers of one's class; even When taken together; are
not sufficient to p:>liticize industrial labor.
which

remains

is

for dissatisfied ~

The critical cognitive step

class conscious

~rkers

responsibility for their dissatisfaction to lithe system." 47

to attribute

The specific

targets within the system to \'Jhich such attributions can 'be nade are subjects
of the next section.
IV.

ATrRIBt1I'ION OF RESPONSIBILITY

There are at
attribute

least three plausible Objects to \\hich \\1Orkers could

resp:>nsibility

thernselves ,

for

their

dissatisfactions;

other

than

to

The first of these is the o.emers and rranagers of the enterprises

in which they work.

As

\\1e

have seen in the section on class consciousness;

the tendency to do so is strong am:>ng industrial \tJOrkers in the t\tJO state
capitalist regimes.

CMners and managers are thought to 'be overpaid and

unconcerned with the welfare of \\1Orkers in the capitalist settings.

However ;

the sensitivity to distributional inequalities is so strong anong workers in
the

state

socialist

regimes

that one

could

easily label

the

resultant

attitudes class consciousness; even though existing in presumably classless
societies.
However;

there

dissatisfaction.

are

at

least

t\\lO

other

targets

of

\\1Orkers I

Unions that purport to represent the workers; but Which

\\1Orkers nay feel represent them inadequately; are one such target.

The other

target of worker dissatisfaction might be the p:>litical institutions of the
country;

if

they

are

seen by

industrial

consistently unfavorable to workers.

laborers

to

produce

outcanes
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Utrl:ons:

Presumably unions exist to defend the interests of workers.
held to be a IIdefense of workers" depends
state socialist systems Where the

Party

00

Just What is

whan you ask in which system.

In

proclaims itself the defender of the

proletariat; the intended role for official trade unions is to augment Party
oontrol of society and to assure high levels of productivity; both of Which
presumably will benefit all segments of society.

Likewise; however; unions

Which accept the oorporatist bargain in state capitalist regimes may seek to

augment productivity and abstain fran strikes so as to create a "healthy
investment climate II that will lure II job-creating" foreign investment.
union

leaders

are

often

torn

between

conflicting

pressures

So

toward

"representatdon of the rank and file II and toward exertion of social oontrol
over their menIDers "for the benefit of society as a whole; including workers. II
In state socialist regimes; the balance seems to weigh heavily toward
social control.

One indicator of the subordination of unions to the Party in

Poland is that almost two thirds of pre-Solidarity factory trade union oouncil
chainnen were PUWP (Polish United Workers t Party; as the Carmunist Party is
known) menibers. 48

This suggests Why workers chose to seek autonanous interest

representation fran without; rather than fran within; the official trade union
structures of Poland.

'Ib change the union \\Ould be to change a crucial part

of the Party t s system of poki,tical control.

But even in state socialist

systems; sanctioned unions are alleged to defend the interests of \\Orkers.
The

minimal

freedan of maneuver

available

to official

unions;

however;

detennines the extent to Which unions actually defend the interests that
workers perceive themselves to have.
the utility of unions to workers.

Li.mi ted urrion autonany implies lindts on
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In Latin American state capitalism where governments have assumed major

roles in stimulating p:>st-World War II industrialization by providing the
necessary infrastructure and

"labor peace"

that is attractive to private

industrialists, the balance has also tipped toward social control.

A "triple

alliance" between state authorities, danestic industrialists an::1 transnational
corporations

has

becane

increasingly

ccmnon. 49

labor

peace

has

been

maintained by carefully structured labor codes that give govemnents the right
to detennine,

via control

registration procedures, whether any given

CNer

union is to exist or not.

Unions denied registration, often on po1itical

grounds, are fully exposed to \"hatever repressive action seems "appropriate"
to state authorities, a detennination again often made via application of

p:>litical criteria. 50

These phenomena have led SChmitter to define one form

of interest intennediation as "state corporatism", a variant fourrl frequently
in Latin America. 51

State

corporatism

implies

that

tmion

leaders

accept

a

measure

of

restraint in danand-making in exchange for official recognition by state
authorities and the channeling of certain material inducements to cooperative
interest groups.52
the

state

Political leaders in state capitalist reg~es try to use

apparatus

to

create

investments both profitable

am

conditions

secure.

that will

make major

private

Fran such a primary cannitment canes

the seconday decision to restrict the margins of maneuver of labor unions
through the inducements an::1 constraints of state corporatism.

Should unions

happen to decide that the interests of \\Orkers could best be protected by the
abolition of capitalism,

am

should they begin to act politically on that

premise, they will almost surely expose themselves to repression by the state.
Whereas unions in state capitalist

reg~es

must live within the confines

of such corporatist arrangements, the "state unions" in state socialism exist
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to penetrate the YlOrking class on behalf of the Party.

The pursuit of

independent interests is not an approved activity for the simple reason that
the Party' s dictatorship already assumes that the interests of working people
will be acknowledged and achieved.

To suggest otherwise via independent union

activity is an explicit challenge to Party hegemony
In Poland; Solidarity presented such an evident challenge; as it expanded

fran a YlOrkers • union to a national movement. that was openly political. 53
Solidarity was; fran the outset; tmacceptable to the staunchly Ieninist wing
of the Polish United Workers' Party; as well as to the leadership of Poland' s
hegerconic

neighbor;

the

Soviet Union.

Moderates within

the PUWP were

uncertain in their response to Walesa and to the movement; which outgrew his
leadership; so they sought to bide time through legalization of Solidarity.
Much smaller efforts to establish autonarous unions have met with more
imnediate repression in Ranania; such as the attempt. announced by Paul Gatta in
early 1979.

But; in general; the size of the nascent autonarous unions is

imnaterial.

Ruling carmtmist parties must seek to maintain absolute adherence

to the principle of non-negotiability.

Because the Party sees itself as the

spokesman for \\1Orkers; it stands to "reason" that others could not negotiate
with it on behalf of workers.

But the net effect of such certainty about Who

represents \\1Orkers is that \\Urkers can feel themselves Wholly unprotected;
obliged to sell their labor to a nnnopolistic anployer;
socialist state rather than nnnopoly capital.

in this case; a

'Ib paraphrase Felipe Garcia

casals; state socialism has thus changed the form of property; but it has not
yet made the producer master of the product of his \\1Ork. 54
As a consequence;

the official trade unions of state socialism cannot

defend the interests of \\1Orkers as \\Urkers might like to see than defended.
The official unions tend to confine themselves to

II

social welfare activities
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at the workplace. II

These might include the organization of recreation and

holiday activities and paying attention to health and safety matters.

'!hey

also serve to guarantee workplace discipline; which is closer to a management
ftmction. 55

These tmions do

not, ~

in other w:>rds~ carry the case for w:>rkers

beyorrl the imnediate factory or workplace environment.

Rather -they· place· "ItOst

emphasis··on -fitting- "\\1Orkers· ·into -the-regimel-s -econanic . p1ans-~- - -givin9 -little
u

attention - -to- -p?s-sible--adjustments-·- -of- ··al~ocative· -principles- . at· -the ·national
level- Which-might- better- attend -to· -the-grievances· -felt· by- \\Orkers -themselves.
In

state

considerably.

regimes~

capitalist
M::>st

role

the

Mexican undone,

for

of

example;

labor

unions

can

are organized

vary

into a

politically non-pluralistic umbrella orqarrizatdon, the congreso· -'de~ "Trabajo~
and

into

Mexicanos~

a

daninant

confederation;

the

Confederacion- --de---Trabaj-adores

which is the heart of the "incorporated urrion" sector.

In Mexico,

therefore; pressures exist to reach an accarmodation with the daninant Partido
Revolucionario . Institucional and to follow the guidance of state authorities
on demand-making behavior. 56
labor pluralism exists.

In Venezuela~ by contrast ~ a good deal nore

Venezuelan unions hold canpetitive elections to

select their union directorates: the elections are contested on explicitly
partisan grounds and proportional representaticn is used to guarantee postelection representativeness.

l'breover; labor unions \\hi.ch espouse explicitly

socialist preferences are allowed to exist.
politically daninant centrist parties ~

However; evidence exists that the

Accibn-. Democratiea and CDPEI; use

occasional force and legal chicanery to prevent leftist unions fran acquiring
and retaining control
locations. 57

in najor oonfederations or in strategic industrial

Venezuelan unions are thus subjected to less state control, but

are not absolutely free fran such intervention.
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Thus differing s tat e capitalist atrrospheres are reflected in data on the
internal l ife of unions.
envi r onments
l eade r s or

than

are

Mexican unions; in general , seem to be rrore coercive
the Venezuelan unions. 58

I n both countries un ion

un ions Which threa t en militant action designed to trans f onn the

s tate wi ll find themse l ve s r epress ed by t he s tate a uthorit ies .

But only in

Mexico do unions r outine l y take r ecours e to mi lder coercion (gene r ally in the
f orm of f ines) to induce participation in rrore mundane union affair s .
Recogni zing such variation helps us to interpret apparent contrasts we
find within s tate s oci a l i s t and s tat e capitalist cases regarding the sense of
unity among <norkers
s ense of unity or

(see Table VII) .

'!he degree to Which <norkers evince a

solidarit y can be measured only with di f fic ulty .

It

is

c lear , however ; tha t Venezuelan union members leak upon thei r unionmat e s with
greater a ssurance than do Hexican workers .

This di f ference may well be a

function of the fact that Venezuelan workers are subjected , on the Whole, to
l ess coercion than a re the Mexican workers.
I n the Fast European state socialist systems ; Where union membership i s a
given; intra-group <nork relations and the extent to which a worker identifies
personal well-being with that of colleagues may serve a s the best available
indicator s o f s olidarity .

Using t hese different indicator s; one s e es in Tabl e

VI I tha t Polish workers (fiv e years before the emergence of Solidar nosc) we r e
unwilling t o depend on fellow workers in matters important to them .

However ,

Romanian <norkers; in a national sample of one type of industrial enterpr i se ,
appear to have exhibited greater unity with workmates .

The Rananian res ults

seem to us scmething of an ananaly, perhaps best explained by the limited
breadth of the data available (chemical industry only) or by the age o f the
survey ,

197 0s .

Which predated
Were

t he

same

Romania 's major econanic difficulties of the l a t e
s urvey undertaken today;

we suspect that Romanian
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workers would exhibit less unity with workmates.

Ho\Vever; they do fit a

general pattern of survey results indicating considerably less alienation in
In general;

Ranania than in poland.

the Mexico-Venezuela and the Poland-

Ranania contrasts suggest that systems with higher degrees of coercion and
with more state intervention are less able to foster a sense of unity or
solidarity anong workmates.

Workers appear to lack confidence in colleagues

who participate in instnnnents for collective decision-rnaking that the state

has obviously structured for its
The

aNn

purposes.

sense of efficacy within sanctioned participatory channels also

varies as a function of context.

Venezuelan workers are; as reported in Table

VIII; considerably more convinced that they can have an influence en union
leaders than are Mexican workers.
by the

state;

merribers.

Mexican unions, nore strongly constrained

employ moderate coercion to induce participation by union

COnsequently, the higher propensity of Venezuelan union merribers to
I

believe that they can influence union leaders may plausibly be interpreted as
the reflection of a less coercive environment.
To

regimes,

examine
we have

structures.

similar
used

phenanena

in

efficacy items

the East

European

state

socialist

from surveys about self-management

These structures, while not entirely unifonn among East European

systems, nevertheless usually involve a general assembly of the enterprise and
a workers' council; the latter meant to connote a degree of enterprise-level
autonomy.

Official trade unions, because al.nost everyone belongs to one and

no such unions dare to challenge the state; are simply not an appropriate
setting in \\hich to examine the psychological sense of efficacy.

very few

will feel efficacious in their union: however; sane feel efficacious within
the structure of the workers' council.
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Using these alternative indicators; we find that the Rananian workers
seem to exhibit considerably nore efficacy than do the Polish \\1Orkers.

It is

of sane interest' that the Rananian figures are roughly canparab1e to the
Venezuelan data; While the Polish data approximate the Mexican figures.

The

Polish workers interviewed in 1979; shortly before the upsurge of Solidarity;
were shipyard workers.

Their extreme discontent clearly led to their attempt

to create alternative structures; after which the sense of efficacy began
slowly to increase. 59

It is perhaps no accident that the 1970s witnessed a

surge of attempts to create autonarous unions in Mexico; not wholly dissimilar
to events in Poland. 60
Curiously; this high sense of union efficacy does not lead people to
participate nore

fully in unions or canparab1e

American J;egimes under study.

structures

in the Latin

Venezuelan workers; with their greater sense of

unity with workmates and with their higher sense of efficacy; participate no
nore in union affairs than do the Mexicans.
may

lllIlp

together

autonorous,

nobilized participation.

volitional

Aggregate participation figures
participation

and

externally

If so; perhaps the use of sanctions in Mexico is the

origin of a slightly higher voting rate in unioo elections than in Venezuela;
although sanctions may be cotmterproductive for routine union meetings Where
the Venezuelans sean slightly nore likely to attend.
Were we to use the same indicators of "participation" for East. European
cases; artificially high rates of worker involvement would be suggested.

This

\\1Ould be because electoral turnout and meeting attendance are activities in
state

socialist environments

nobi1ization.

that are nost.

likely to

indicate external

Indeed; the role of a rank and file trade tmion meniber at a

general assembly of an enterprise is principally to be present: agenda-setting
and

leadership roles are confined almost, exclusively to Party ntereOOrs. 61
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However; the same might be said for sane of the more thoroughly "incorporated"
of the Mexican unions ~ such as the petroleum tNOrkers union, 62

am

State structuring of labor relations in the state capitalist

state

socialist cases leads neither to a rmre quiescent \\1Orking class nor to nore
quiescent unions.

Mexican unions; more fully constrained than the Venezuelan

urrlona, have nonetheless struck rrore frequently. 63

While the nost fully

incorporated Mexican unions never strike; other unions do.

Indeed; the very

attempt by state authorities to nonitor union developnents and to exert close
control may stimulate repeated strikes as certain dissident groups seek to
exit fran state control. 64

The exertion of higher levels of ooercion in the

state socialist regimes has also engendered resistance.

The Polish case

frustrated by their own

attests to the persistence with Which w:>rkers;

helplessness within official trade unions; have sought to air their grievances
through strikes.

In Ranania;

as well; we have the impression that "those

workers who have struck are less sure about the benevolent response of the
Party.

'!hese are; however; the same people Who seem to be willing to strike

again. ,,65

short;

In

the

attempt

to

exert

state

control

may

be

comterproductive ,
In making

sumnary

judgments about the effectiveness of their unions,

members will assess not only the ease of influence within the union but also
the capacity of the union to influence the external enviromnent.

It is here

that unionists in state capitalist regimes are nost likely to render similar
judgments;

for the variations Which exist between undon settings are not

likely to have a great impact on the global distribution of benefits to
society.

'!he data in Table IX make this clear.

Approximately two thirds of

the tNOrkers in both state capitalist comtries claim that the perfonnance of

their unions is satisfactory.

\mile not shown here; we have data suggesting
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that nost workers in the two state capitalist regimes are satisfied with the
perfonnance of

their

unions,

believing either

that

personal benefits or

desirable collective goods flow fram union membership.66
Attempting to make a a:mparable

jUdgment for state socialist systems

necessitates making inferences on less canplete data.

We do know ~ however,

rhat., as reported in Table IX, the Polish public was highly dissatisfied with
the perfonnance of official trade unions in alleviating the crisis which has
gripped that country since 1980.

In other surveys , official trade unions were
respondents~

trusted by only a fifth of Solidarity

obtained by the security pol.Lee (MJ). 67
party or

"official"

institutions in

a figure canparable to that

Along with rrost, other goverrnnent~

Poland~

citizens'

problems were thus

attributed to trade unions.
For Ranania, we find data which suggest that a large percent of workers
ignore involvement in "production meetings" organized by the union, while
about, a third participate in making proposals.
regard their involvement as futile.
approximate
unions.
those

Rananian \\Orkers'

Many who do participate,

We think these data

(see Table IX)

degree of satisfaction with official trade

Those who reject participation are likely to be dissatisfied and
Who

satisfied.

sense

efficacy

in

their

involvement

are

likely

to

be

most

overal.l , it seems that feN workers have much confidence in trade

union activity in Ranania.
The greater degree of state intervention in Eastern Europe then, has,
fostered

a

propensity

for workers

to

include

unions

and

other official

mechanisms for \\Orking class participation arrong the structures to which they
attribute

their

inefficacious~

dissatisfaction.

Latin American workera,

are largely satisfied with their unions.

while

feeling
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The- -po~i:ty:

Individuals can also impute responsibility for personal dissatisfaction

to the pol.Ltical order.

In state capitalist regimes; the state structures

allocative oueccmea, but not as clearly as happens in state socialist regimes
through central planning •

It follows that the extent to which personal

dissatisfaction will be directed toward p::>litical authorities ought be less
clear in such };X)lities. 68
authorities will

be

held

The odds are high; conversely; that the state
responaibke

for

social

outcanes

in

the

state

socialist regimes.
In the bJo Latin American state capitalist regimes; ambivalence is the

prevalent attitude of workers tcMard the pol.Lt.Les within which they operate
(see Tables X and XI).

This ambivalence transcends the apparent gulf between

the IOOre authoritarian Mexican };X)lity
polity.

am

the IOOre democratic Venezuelan

Even the Venezuelan p::>lity is not held in uni.formly high esteem.

Workers do sean to differentiate between political environments; evaluating
the Venezuelan polity nore favorably on balance than the Mexican p::>lity.69 On
balance; workers in both state capitalist regimes find sanethinJ to criticize,
as well as sanething to Which allegiance might be expressed.

Cbnsequently; it

can be said that they attribute a moderately high degree of res};X)nsibility for
their oondition to the polity in lAhich they are located;

regardless of

locaticn in a canpetitive or non-canpetitive };X)lity.
WOrkers in state socialist p::>litical econanies are scanewhat nore certain
a1::x>ut who or what is zeeponsdbl.e for their dissatisfaction.

As suggested by

Table X; industrial laborers in Poland and Ranania view the system as largely
unresponsive.
per~.

Corres};X)ndingly; workers display little support for the regime

The indicators of support-disaffection at our disposal imply that

workers in the East European state socialist cases overwhelmingly attribute
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the existence of conditions with which they are displeased to the Party':'state;
Which

subsumes

structure;

various

oourts

and

institutional
prosecutors;

adjuncts;

such

security police;

as

the

trade

unions;

subservient political parties and "natdonal, front II organizations.
latter are held in great esteem.

In

part;

ministerial
other

None of the

East European 'NOrkers are less

ambivalent about the p:>lities in \\hich they live because the Party-state
claims credit for all improvements
institutions.

am

demands allegiance to all existing

Demanding allegiance generally backfires; h<::1Never; among the

state socialist 'NOrkers.
Tables XI to XIII indicate that judgments vary oonsiderably within each
polity depending on specification of the dimension of the polity to be
judged.

Nevertheless;

concerning assessments .. 'of . electoral' ""mechani sms" . "o f

accountability and assessments ' ' of ' the"attitudinal' "dis pos i t i ons of public
officials; each system canes in for considerable criticism.

In none of the

systems do workers sean confident that they can have an influence en the
p:>lity.
The results in Table XI suggest that \tJOrkers in both types of systems see
elections
officials.

as

unreliable

tools

for

influencirg

the

behavior

of

elected

No canparable data exist for Ranania; and the only It>lish data

available are very indirect indicators;

thus canplicating our inferential

task.
A kind of diffuse belief that "elections matter" is reasonably widespread

among \\Orkers in the Latin American state capitalist regimes. (Table XI; i terns

a and c)

Not unexpectedly;

the belief is nore evident in Venezuela.

By

contrast; in neither Latin American polity do workers believe that electoral
mechanisms provide a canpact Which is binding on elected officials (Table XI;
item b).
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Poles \tJOuld appear to perceive little electoral accomltability.
can reach this judgment only indirectly.
XI~

But we

As an analogue to item c in Table

we cite a survey which indicates that if Poles were given a chodce, they

would overwhelmingly choose to vote for non-ccmnunist parties in hypothetical

canpetitive elections- 70
prestnnably

would

find

That percentage
little

(6%) WOO would vote ccmnunist

objectionable

about

current

electoral

arranganents ~ while those wb:> would prefer to vote for a non-cannmlist party
ought find the current electoral roles oojectionable since the Olristian
Democratic

am

many

Poles \tJOuld prefer are not

XI; we

find that Polish shipyard

Social Democratic options that

available.
As

an analogue to item a in Table

\fJOrkers see their influence on the national polity as relatively low. This
item does not refer directly to el.ectdons , but \\Ould certainly encanpass
It is best not to

electoral means of "citizen influence" as well as others.
overe.nl};ilasize

canparisons between East

questionnaire items
different.

am

N:>netheless;

Europe

and

latin America because

attitudinal objects (viz. electoral systems) are so
it makes sense to aasume that Venezuelan \\Orkers

\fJOuld perceive their votes to be nore consequential than \fJOrkers in Polarrl or
Mexico.
As an analogue to item b in Table

XI;

we cite an item pertaining to the

desirability of lOOre "societal control over goverrnnent."

Since 92% of Poles

appear to favor greater "societal control; II then we might assume that only 8%
would believe that existing electoral mechanisms produce elected officials who
do an adequate job of serving the public.
or

not; we

Whether this reasoning is plausible

\fJOuld expect that the Polish figure \\1Ould be lower than figures

Obtained in Venezuela and in
canpacts between voters

am

~ico.

If elections do rot \\Ork to produce

elected officials where

it

is occasionally
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p:>ssible lito thrCM the rascals out., II they certainly will be no more likely to
produce such a canpact in settings where naninated candidates never lose.
In Table XII;

we nove to consideraticn of haN workers perceive the

attitudes of public officials t.oNard citizens.
capitalist regimes workers are ambivalent.

We find that in the state

Mexican workers are more likely to

expect a respectful hearing fran public officials than are the Venezuelans;
but the percent with a p:>sitive expectation is only noderately high in Mexico
at 44.4%

XII~

(Table

item a).

The percentage believing that lithe leading

p:>liticians and bureaucrats of this country pay attenticn to the interests of
workers II is low in roth count.rd.es , rot again lower in Venezuela (Table XII,
item b).

The Venezuelan workers

~

hONever~

convinced;

that public officials

would like to serve the public, 'tklereas the Mexicans are nore oonvinced that
public officials are primarily looking out for their

0NI1

interests (Table XII,

item c).
We

cannot

compare

these

Latin American

environments on each item in Table XII.

cases

with

state

socialist

Certainly, however, Rananian miners

reveal a disinclination to believe that politicians and functionaries have
\V'Orkers I

interests

foreroc>st

in their minds. 71

We know ~

noreover,

that

Rananian industrial labor exhibits little inclination to bring problems at the
workplace to the attention of superaore, apparently expecting little serious
response from those in posts of resp:>nsibility.
Polish
and

workers~

within

Poles,

and specifically

have a low sense of their p:>litical efficacy at the workplace

the

political

system.

very

likely

expectations and responsibilities by functionaries

this
and

would

implY low

a weak sense that

functionaries and/ or pol.Lticians pay attention to the views of \\Orkers.

But

we lack the survey data to denonstrate that these logical expectations do

obtain.

Surely; however, the antagonism of Polish workers to blreaucratic
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privilege reflects a belief that the PUWP and the bureaucracy writ large are
ignoring the interests of workers.

On the basis of comparable surveys of

Czech and Hungarian respondents, we would estimate that perhaps 30% or feNer

Poles would answer in the affinnative to an item canparable to item c of Table
XII.
A similar pattern prevails arrong iterns in a scale of diffuse regime
support (Table XIII).

In general, Venezuelan workers are slightly nore regime

supportive than are the Mexicans.

But there is variation wi.thin countries

depending on the dimension of the regime that workers are asked to assess.
The Venezuelans are rrore positive than the Mexicans on general items (Table
XIII; i terns a and b) that would seem to reflect a global assessment of the
rrore a:xnpetitive Venezuelan polity •72

Mexican workers are rrore willing to

express personal allegiance to the polity and to pledge support (Table XIII,
item c).

Workers in neither country are favorably impressed by the outputs of

the court system; by the honesty of political leaders, or, most, importantly,
by the degree to \'hich the interests of v.orkers are protected by political

leaders (Table XIII, items d, e and f).

In sum, then, industrial 'NOrkers in

Latin American state capitalist regimes are only rroderately influenced in
assessing their polity by location in a rrore or less democratic system.

When

it canes to assessing the way v.orkers are treated by the political system, the
important structural variable seems to be the state capitalist nature of the
regime;

not the degree of denocracy.

Industrial \\Qrkers \\QuId seemingly

rather be located in nore denocratic than less dernocratic polities;

but

genuine enthusiasm for the polity can be generated only when policy outputs
favorable to labor are produced.
Polish data,

while

less precise on each indicator,

are nevertheless

unequivocal in pointing to generally ION levels of diffuse regime support.

We
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would not. argue that each proposed measure is fully equivalent to the items
used in latin merica; but there is little doubt that Polish workers and the
public in general evince little confidence in their system "to produce" on
their behalf.

It is imlX'rtant to note that Poles apparently distinguish

between "socialisn as a

basically gocrl

implemented by PUWP leaders.
identity

with

"the

Polish

am

system"

Polish socialisn as

l-breover; Poles of all ages retain a strong
nation"

am;

as

of

1978;

82%

indicated

a

(hypothetical; of course) willingness to give their lives for the defense of
the

oounery, 73

militarized

'Ib

the

Party-state;

Polish citizen and workers;
bears

the

bnmt

of

personal

Discontent is attributed first and forerost to the system.
deep and pervasive.

dissatisfaction.
The discontent is

fundamentally to owners and managers (i.e.; to the "capitalists");
Notably absent as a target for

attribution of responsibility in latin America is the labor union,
between capitalists
latin America;

criticism.

a

discontent is attributed by \VOrkers to a variety of

but secondly to the public authorities.

turnover

rOIl

rata on Rcmania were tmavailable.

In latin America;

"causes":

polity;

the

in

but

am

'!he links

the state are perceived to sane extent by \\1Orkers in

Where

canpetitive electoral procedures really produce

office-holders;

the

public

authorities

are

spared

sane

Ultimately; however; latin American \\1Orkers perceive that public

officials are sanehow responsible for a developnent model that imposes many of
the costs of developnent on \\1Orkers and; in their view; imposes too few costs
en those with money,

Labor unions are not perfect instruments for the defense

of \\1Orkers; but the latin American laborers are clearly much IOOre satisfied
with their unions than is the case anong their Fast European counterparts.

In

latin America; then; responsibility for \\1Orking class discontent is attributed
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selectively to a few targets; including the one target (the capitalists) no
longer available as a target for discontent in the state socialist systems.

v.

POLITICAL BEHAVIOR OF WORKERS

Four types of political involvenent might be identified:

(i) m::>bilized

or manipulated system-supportive behavior whereby citizens are coerced or
deceived into political activity; (ii) conventional p::>litical behavior Whereby
citizens accept current allocative principles am thus;
the

existing

structures

Which

apply

those

implicitly~

principles;

(iii)

support;

autonanous

political behavior; of a conventional or non-conventional form, which attempts
to influence the choice of allocative principles and; when possdbfe , to impose
alternative distributive criteria on decision-makers; and ( i v) anti-system
behavior;

Which is oriented toward

making.

changing the

structures of decision-

Certain modes of activity; such as protest; nay fall into nore than

one category; depending en the notivations and goals of the participants.
Protest behavior is not necessarily anti-systan behavior but it is, at a

minimum;

autonanous behavior. 74

With

the

data

fran

the

latin

American

surveys,

we

are

able

to

characterize the extent of mobilized; system-supp:>rtive behavior; to describe
the incidence of various nodes of conventional behavior; and to quantify the
history of protest acts by industrial workers.

We cannot; however; identify

the notivations behind all of these behaviors.

'!his is all the nore true for

East European cases; lacking; as we
data.

do;

originally collected individual level

Hence; we do not always know in What kind of protest \\Orkers engaged

nor the content of the political discussions reported by \\1Orkers.

So the

categorizations offered above can only be approximated with the survey data at
hand,
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Nonetheless;

the

total

array

of

data

in

Table

XIV

suggests

that

industrial \\Orkers of latin American state capitalist regimes are pri.rnarily
depo~iticized;

while \\1Orkers in East European state socialist settings are

nore politicized.

'!he IOOdes of FOliticization in Eastern Europe are multiple,

ranging fran mobilized behavior through conventional activity to protest.

For

example, the extent of m:>bilized system-supp:>rtive behavior is rrodest among
state

capitalist

~thstanding the

\\1Orkers

am

considerably

higher

in

state

socialism.

canprehensible intra-category variations in latin America,

pressures to provide frequent

am

overt displays of confonnity to the reigning

politico-econanic rrodel are simply much stronger in Eastern Europe.
AI.though encouragErl to provide periodic displays of political allegiance

to the parties that preside over the state-capitalist developnent nodel., nost
latin American \\1Orkers are not encouragErl to play an active political role
that \\Ould transcend the ftmction of occasional voter.

Few latin ATnerican

workers report talking about politics en the job (20% in Mexico; 10% in
Venezuela),75 fewer still attend political meetings or rallies; and fewer than
10% are involved on any regular basis in campaign activity.

These are all

activities Which unions could £anent; but choose not to pursue seriously.

The

votes of workers are anxiously solicitoo in both countries; as is reflectOO by
the fact that three or four \\Orkers in both latin American countries report a
high incidence of voting.

But for most, Latin American \\1Orkers; their major

political act; voting; is a behavior uninformed by attention to political
news; unsharpened by debate over alternatives with friends or acquaintances,
but perhaps
processes.

infonned by a

cynicism about the consequences of electoral

These \-.lOrkers take

Sate

pride when canpetitive electoral systens

exist; but despair over the odds of politicians "keeping their pranises" or
"looking out for the interests of workers. It
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Rananian workers
participate in,
(Table XIV;

report

that they almost,

always

attend;

sessions of \\Orkplace governance unless

i tern I).

but rarely

"a sked to do

SOli

Much of the other participatory behavior that they

undertake is done without much expectation of systemic "influence. II

Rather;

workers do am say things in an effort to avoid challenges fran security
police or to avert impediments to their job advancement.

As argued earlier,

we think workplace behavior is at the core of political behavior in state
socialist systems.

The

extent to Which external nebilization for elite-

approved ends is evident within the processes of workplace governance; then;
suggests the extent to which nebilization throughout society is sought by the
Party.
Conventional

behaviors,

Which

accept

the

system I s

structures

and

principles of allocation, are widespread a.rrong Rananian and Polish workers;
particularly arrong the Rananians.

But these forms of "conventional II behavior

are perhaps not as easily distinguished fran rrobilized behavior in East Europe
as

in Latin America. 76

example;

Voting in East European national elections,

conveys nothing about individual preferences;

for

given the lack of

rreani.nqful. alternative candidates or parties. The news rredi.a are skewed. t<::Mard
conveyance of p::>litical news in East Europe, such that to pay attention to
politics via the medi.a is a "less difficult" act in these state socialist
settings.

Political "discussions" are often lectures organized by the Party

for v-orkers, rrore one-way discourses indicative of IXJWer relations than twoway actiyities indicating autonarous worker activity.

Rallies

am

campaign

activity are nest accurately understood as mobilized or manipulated behavior
on the part of workers.
Protest behavior; of oourse, is likely to be viewed with concern by the
leaders of all polities.

State socialist

reg~es

in Eastern Europe take the
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precaution of prohibiting most strikes and protests; rationalizing this action
by invoking the concept of the proletarian dictatorship.

W=>rkers in state

socialism; hc:Mever; have not felt that the "dictatorship of the proletariat"
obviates the need for protest as a tool for the articulation of grievances.
Although

pressured

to

engage

in

system-supportive

behavior;

very

high

proportions of East European w:>rkers seem willing to engage in protest.
Poland; nost workers have even acted upon that disposition.

In

The incidence of

strikes and protests is much Lower in Ranania, but perhaps rmre frequent than
available reports in the West allaN us to detect.
a

nore

interventionist

state,

are

less

fully

These workers; confronting
oonvinced

the

than

Latin

Americans that protest will have feN positive effects.
Latin

American

\>JOrkers,

depoliticized

and

cynical,

are

unlikely

candidates for protest about existing policies, the authorities who make them,
or the system that produces such authorities.

While a sizable percentage of

the workers in both countries (42% in Mexico, 62% in venezuela) say that they
can imagine themselves participating in a protest,
so.

few have actually done

Not surpr'Ls.inqfy, the percentage having done so is greater in Venezuela,

where the risks for such behaviors are lower that in Mexico.
the

We do not knOll

precise nature of the protest behaviors in which these feN workers

engaged; 77 but we do know that the \\Orkers in roth oountries judged their
protest

efforts

largely

to

be

unsuccessful. 78

If

the

belief

is

widespread that "protest does not pay" and if those with experience in protest
were largely disappointed;

the relationship of workers to their political

environment \\Ould have to change for discontent to take the fonn that they
have

recently

taken

in

Poland.

It

is

to

analysis

consequences that we turn in the succeeding section.

of

such

systemic
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VI.

SYSTEMIC CONSEQUENCFS

Earlier we defined p::>liticization as a multi-dimensional Iilenanenon
implying transition

fran subject to autonanous actor;

fran recipient of

dispensations tmder allocative principles decided by others to conceiver of
new allocative principles

and

agitator

for

their

implementation.

Full

p::>liticization \VOuld imply a condition Whereby the citizen \IIIOuld be engaged" in

nonnative-"d±scourse with those

who govern about the principles which ought

guide the allocation of values for the society.
suggest

images

of

a

town

meetin:J

expectations are not so demanding.

To skeptics;

of philosopher-kings.

this might

However;

our

We merely define the highest levels of

politicizatian as activities in which citizens effectively ask of those who
govern:

"Why do you follow these decision roles? ; "

"Why are these wise

allocative principles?;" or; "Would it not be better to establish alternative
priorities?".
Where those Who govern engage in nonnative discourse and satisfactorily
respond to such questions ; system-supportive politicization can be present.
To be

pol.Lticized;

however; may with equal frequency connote a state of

tension with the decision-makers of any given society.
IX>liticized one is;

The more fully

the rrore one may be willing to challenge allocative

principles.

To be fully politicized in this sense is not necessarily to be

subversive.

Only if IX>litical elites fail to provide persuasive responses in

nonnative discourse with citizens will the rrost politicized individuals drift
toward behavior subversive of the existing order.

OUr definition does imply;

however; that political leaders in all settings will find it convenient not to
let politicization exceed sane ill-defined threshold Where rrobilization seems
"out of control."

While rrost polities will have developed a rhetoric of

"participation as civic duty; II pol.i,tical leaders often seek to discourage what
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they perceive as "excessive" participation.
therefore ~

The ful.Iy politicized individual;

experience rnXlest tension with political decision-makers at all

times and will occasionally experience overt conflict.
individual is inclined to say:

The fully politicized

"How was that again?; I'm not certain that I

agree."
What does it mean,

then~

for workers Who are dissatisfied with one or

another dimension of their existence to be located in variant structural
settings?
state

our \\lOrking hypotheai.s was suggested by James Malloy, Who defined

socialism

highlighted

the

"visibility" of state intervention in the structuring of social outcanes.

The

and

state

capitalism

in

a

way

which

implication of Malloy's definition was that workers \\QuId be most, inclined to
attribute responsibility for their dissatisfaction to the state authorities
where the role of the latter was least veiled.

While state capitalist regimes

may play a major role in creating or sustaining the condition to which workers
object., Malloy's perspective implies that they would not "take the heat" that
state socialist regimes \\lOuld take fran workers who are dissatisfied.
We think the data are generally consistent with such a thesis.

The

visible lack of "sub-system autonomy,,79 in Eastern Europe allows discontent
with specific institutions to build cumulatively upon discontent generated in
other settings; \\lOrkers begin to interpret each grievance as indicative of a
"systan that doesn't work."

Trade unions are distrusted because they are

daninated by the Party; workers' councils are instituted to overcane distrust
of the trade uruons, but still do not succeed in quelling the unease with
which workers view authorities.
suppressed,

Autonarous labor novements anerge and are

thereby confinning the perception of workers that elites fear

"nonnative dialogue" with citizens.

In the state socialist setting, this

spiral leads to more extreme demand-making by those who seek to participate in
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such dialogue: once clear that the political leaders fear nonnative discourse
with citizens; politicized \\Orkers are likely to challenge the very structures
of authority.

Lech Walesa eventually lost control of Solidarity because he

could not contain those Who spoke explicitly of redefining the Polish state.
Walesa I s

inability was probably less a personal defect than a

structural

imperative of escalating p::>liticization in the context of state socialism.
Tragically; the logic of the situation also made the closure of the Polish
system predictable.

Having boldly proclaimed themselves to be defenders of

proletarians am having claimed a nonopoly of power to ensure that "justice be
done II for proletarians; the state socialist authorities find it difficult to
share power with those who claim that justice has not been done.
full IX>liticization is a greater threat to systems Where power has been
concentrated on behalf of a bold moral principle; absolute equality; than to
systems Where IX>Wer is exercised by a wider array of actors Whose relations to
each other are less apparent.

Coercion can be

labor in state capitalist systems.

am

is used to depoliticize

Ibt; because of the nature of these

systems; coercion can be applied more selectively.

Elizabeth Jelin I s study of

spontaneous \\Urking class protests in Argentina; Brazil and Mexico docmnents
cases where politicization has escalated rapidly; moving beyorrl the expression
of \\Urkplace grievances to the articulation of direct challenges to national
authorities.

That the structures of formal authority are discontinuous in

latin American authoritarian regimes; hcMever; tends to deprive \\Urking class

protest of the "heroic tradition" established since 1956 in Poland. and. which
has been i.mIx>ssible to extinguish.
In latin America; each case of \\Urking class protest "startS over fran

scratch; II so to speak.

Workers move less quickly fran canp1aints at the

\\Urksite to challenges to overarching structures of authority.

Indeed; the
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more danocratic the state capitalist regime; the more that progression will be
retarded in latin America.

Generally; state capitalist regimes do not need to

apply coercion massively because the question of hOVl decisions get made is
unckear and the relationships between successive sets of decision-nakers are

confusing

to

workers.

Consequently;

any

tendencies

toward

escalating

politicization can be contained by selective application of coercion in the
short-tenn

am

by natural turnover in decision-makers in the long run,

The

pluralism of state capitalism may be nore apparent than real; but it has major
political consequences.

State capitalist regimes are less likely to generate

the implacable hostility of \\1Orkers than are state socialist regimes; even
though social inequality may be considerably lower in the latter than in the
fanner.
The first irony of state socialism is that; by attempting to direct
\tJOrking class politicization into state-approved channels; it makes autonarous
politicization nore likely.

'nle second irony is that by boldly proclaiming

themselves the patrons of workers; state socialist authorities increase the
sensitivity of \\1Orkers to distributive equity and make them nore desirous of
engagin:J in nonnative discourse over this subject.

Given these tw:> ironies,

it is perhaps tragic that state socialism has not had enlightened leaders Who
\tJOuld

exhibit

an

exceptional

willingness

nonnative dialogue wi.th citizens.
state

socialism

to

political

to

engage

in

"time-consuming"

The similarity of political leaders in
leaders

elsewhere

makes

than

especially

inadequate in the nore demanding circumstances created by their very boldness.
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TABLE I

Satisfaction With Wages Arrong Industrial Workers In
State capitalist and State Socialist Regimes
Attitudes Regarding Pay
(in Year)

Wages ION or very low
(unsatisfactory pay:
does not cover needs)

Mexico
(19BO)a

Venezuela
(19BO)a

Rananiac
(1975)

Polandd
(1975)

52.3%

55.3%

41.5%

77.5%

5B.5%

22.5%

Wages acceptable (needs
covered)
a

"Structural Detenninants Study, 1979-l9BO."

b

canbines responses of IIacceptable salariesII and "high salaries II •

c

not a national sample: selected industrial sites only:
authors I recalculation based upon 1975 data rerx>rted in Mariana Sirbu,
IlConstiin~a Politica si procesul integrarii 'in Munca" in Constantin
Potihga and vasile PoPescu; eds , , Co~tiinta Socialista ri
Participarea Social~ (Bucharest: Editura ~ademiei, 1977 •

d

Data fran Waclaw Makarczk (1975) cited by Maurice SiIron, "Social Change and
Political Tensions in Gierek I s Poland I I , paper delivered at the Annual
Meetin:J for the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic
Studies~ Philadelphia, J:\bvember, 1980, 4 and 5.
category of IIWages
low" includes responses that limy wages are sanewhat or much too small"
to cover needs. These results do not depart fran findings in the rnid1960s by Krzysztof Szafnicki, "Oceny p!ac individualnych i dochod6w
rodzdri, II in K. S~anczynski and W. Westowski, eds , ~ Structura i ruchlowisc ·
spoteczna (Wroclaw: ossol.Lneum, 1973), 33-60. Szafnicki found that,
anong skf.Ll.ed, semi.iskilled and unskilled \ttOrkers in Szczecin, Koszalin
and ~ who earned a typical 2000 ztoty per month, only a mean of 23
found their nonthly earnings "sui.tabl.e",
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TABLE II
Consultation of Workers at the Enterprise in
State Socialism and State Capitalism
HeM

decisions are
taken on job:

Mexico
1980a

Venezuela
1980a

I am always consulted

15.0%

23.1%

Ranania
1976b

Poland
1979c
4.5

38%
Frequently, lam
consulted

20.4%

24.7%

I am rarely consulted

38.0%

39.9%

18.7%
38.6
62%

I am never consulted

26.6%

12.3%

31.8

a

IIStructural Determinants Study; 1979-1980. 11

b

am are not a national
sample; authors' estimate based upon percentages reported by
Viorel I. Cornescu, Productivitatea Muncii si FactorulUrnan (Bucharest:
Editura Politica; 1977), 214-215.

c

Question to Polish shipyard \tJOrkers, 1979: IIWhat influence does the rank
am file \tJOrker have over what happens in the workplace ll ? Jacek Poprzecko
and Tanasz Sypniewski; II Stoezniowcy 81 11 , Zycie· Warszawy as reported in
James McGregor IIpolish Public Moods in a Tine of Crisis; II paper delivered
at Annual Meeting of the ISA; Cincinnati, March 1982, 11.

Data are fran t\tJO large irrlustrial enterprises
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TABLE III
Polish Workers' Desire and Willingness to Participate in
Making Decisions at Enterprise
Desire to
Participate

Willingness to
Participate

On most matters affecting the
plant

48

32

Only on problems affecting work

45

57

Only when management asks

7

9

No need for participation

9

2

Source:

Adam Sarapata, "Polish Automobile Workers and Automation", in
J. Forslin, et.a., eds., Automation and Industrial Workers Vol. I
(Oxford: Pergamon 1979), 126 as cited by Jack Bielasiak, "Workers
and Mass Participation in 'Socialist Democracy''', in J. Triska and
Charles Gati, eds., Blue Collar Workers in Eastern Europe (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1981), 100.

TABLE IV
Workers' Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction in state Capitalism and State Socialism

Overall job
Satisfaction

Wage
satisfaction

Consultation
of Workers

Occupational
stability*

rank

rank

rank

rank

Mexico

high

1.5

mod

2

low

3

mod

2

Venezuela

high

1.5

mod

3

mod

1

high

1

Romania

mod

3

mod

1

low

2

mod

3

Poland

low

4

low

4

low

4

low

4

*where 1

= lowest levels of desire to change place of work or type of job, i.e., highest occupational stability.

Source:

Authors' judgments based upon data in Tables I through VIr as well as other data-based works cited.

~

l:lo
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TABIE V

Indicators of Class Consciousness Arrong Industrial
Workers in latin American State Capitalist Regimes

1.

Mexico

Venezuela

61.4%
28.2%
10.~%

60.5%
30.5%
8.5%

84.4%
13.6%
1.8%

80.0%
18.5%
1.6%

Ib workers generally receive
a fair salary; given the work
they do?

No;

salaries unfair
Sanetimes
Yes; salaries fair

2.

In general; do the owners of
large canpanies receive •••

nore than they deserve.
about what they merit.
less than they deserve.
3.

There is a lot of talk about what
owners and managers really feel
about the problems of workers.
Ib you think •••
bosses/owners never really
interested?
only care occasionally?
often concerned?
alm:>st always care?

4.

30.6%
40.2%
26.0%
3.2%

25.0%
56.6%
15.3%
2.7%

SCmetimes it is said that What is
goc:rl for the canpany is gcx::rl for
the w:>rkers. Is this point of
view correct or not?

Ii:>; it is not true

40.8%

56.1%

DepeOOs
Yes; it is true

17.4%

24.1%
19.8%

Source:

41.8%

"Structural Detenninants Study; 1979-1980. II

TABLE VI
Polish Social Class Identification
liTo what social class would you say you belong?1I
Social Class Identification (in %)

Social Class

Total
%
Number

Bluecollar
workers

Petite
bourgeoisie

Whitecollar
workers

Intelligentisia

Farmers

Farmerworkers

Other

Missing
data

Total

556

100

42.1

3.2

5.0

15.5

5.2

0.5

23.6

4.9

Unskilled workers

133

100

58.5

---

0.8

1.5

3.0

---

29.4

6.8

Skilled workers
All blue-collar
workers

110

100

63.6

1.8

2.7

3.6

4.5

0.9

15.6

7.3

243

100

60.9

0.8

1.6

2.5

3.7

0.4

23.1

7.0

207

100

24.2

1.4

10.6

37.2

1.9

0.5

20.3

3.9

Petite bourgeoisie

72

100

43.1

18.1

1.4

2.8

2.8

---

29.0

2.8

Farmers

34

100

14.7

---

2.9

2.9

41.2

2.9

35.4

White-collar
workers and
intelligentsia

Source:

Jan Malanowski, "Relations Between Classes and Perspection of Social Class Distance",
in Kazimierz Slomczynski and Tadeusz Krauze, eds. Class Structure and Social Mobility
in p'oland, (White Plains, NY: ME Sharpe, 1978), 134.

~

en
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TABIE VII

Sense of Unity/Solidarity Atrong
Industrial Workers in State Capitalist and
State Socialist Reg~es
State Capitalism

State Socialism

Mexico

Venezuela*

Ranania
c. 1972**

Poland
1975***

12.6%
59.2%
28.2%

38.4%
48.2%
11.6%

33.8%
54.5%
13.2%

1.5%
n/a
30.9%

Sense of unity
with unionrnates
High degree
A bit
None Whatsoever

*

"Structural Detenninants Study, 1979-1980. 11

**

Data from a national sample of skilled \\Orkers from the Rananian
industry in the early 1970s N=1098, as repor-ted in Catalin
Mamali,"Sistemul Qn--an ~i ~htegrarea Socioprofessionala a Tinerilor" in
Ovidiu Badina and Catalin Mamali, eds., Tineret Industrial, (Bucharest,
Editura Academiei, 1973), 74-75. ResIX>ndents were asked about their
perception of their own personal relations with other members of their
\\Ork group. The response "very qood II is coded here as a "high degree" of
unity, "good" is coded as "a bat," and "indifferent" or "bad" is coded as
"none whatsoever."

***

Authors I recalculation of data fran a 1975 survey by Waclaw Makarczyk
in which respondents were asked: "Can you count on others in important
that affect your life?" Skilled and unskilled \\Orkers Who said that
they could "count on" colleagues at work were regarded as having a "high
degree" of unity, whereas those Who said they could depend on no one were
scored as experiencing no unity whatsoever. Data reported in
Maurice Simon, ope cit., 14.

4B

TABLE VIII
Sense of Personal Efficacy Within Unions and
Self-Management Channels in State Capitalist
and State Socialist Regimes

1.

State Socialism

Mexico

Venezuela*

Romania**

Poland***

2.70,0
16.00,0
45.0%
32.0%

19.9%
26.8%
36.6%
36.6%

nla
nla
nla
nla

4.4%
21.2%

4.5%
23.5%
47.7%
24.2%

25.60,0
38.2%
26.40,0

National efficacy:
I can influence
national union
leaders •••
much
some
little
not at all

2.

State Capitalism

[71.5%]

Local efficacy:
I can influence
local union
leaders •••
much
some
little
none
"hard to say"

9 .8~~

[56.8%]
[43.2%]

4.50,0
18.7%
38.60,0
31.8%
6.3%

* "Structural Determiants Study, 1979-1980."
** Data from a national sample of workers 30 years of age and under in
construction enterpr ises in the early 1970s, where N=1232. Reported in
Ovidiu Badina, "Participarea Tinerilor la Procesul de Realizare a Unor
Inven~ii, Inovatii ~i Rationalizari," in Ovidiu Badina and Catalin Mamali,
op, Cl. t ., 124.
*** Data from Jacek Poprzecko and Tomasz Sypniewsky, "Stoczniowcy 81," Zycie
Warszawy, where N=287 randomly selected shipyard workers as reported in
James McGregor, "Polish Public Moods in a Time of Crisis," paper delivered
at the Annual Meeting of the International Studies Association,
Cincinnati, March 1982, 11.
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TABLE IX
Judgments of Union perfonnance in State capitalist and State
Socialist Regimes
Mexicoa
(high
coercion)

venezuelaa
(low
coercion)

Rananiab
(high
coercion)

Polandc
rcod-high
coercion)

Degree satisfaction with
union perfonnance
very satisfied
(very good)

8.6%

1.4%

10.4%
37%

satisfied

66.2%

58.7%

dissatisfied

20.9%

24.1%

18.3%
40.0%
63%

very dissatisfied
(very bad)

4.3%

6.3%

do not knaN

20.8%
19.4%

Study~

a.

"Structural Detenninants

1979-1980."

b.

Data are fran a national survey of young (30 and under) Rananians
in three principal industries (machine construction, chemical refining and
textiles) in the early 1970s.
Data adapted by the authors fran OVidiu
Badina, "Participarea Tinerilor i: Procesul de Realizare a Unor Inven~ii,
Inovatii si Rationalizari II in OVidiu Badina and catalin Marnali, eds, ,
Tineret Irrlustrial (Bucharest: Frlitura Academiei, 1973) ~ 123-124.
Data
concern the proportion of workers making proposals at union organized
"production meetings ": 63% said they never made proposals, while 22% of
the sample (N=6236) said they did am felt the proposals had an effect,
and another 15% said they trade proposals but thought they had no effect.
Those who reject participation are most likely~ we think, to be
di.ssatd.sfded, while those who make proposals we interpret to be anong the
"s atisfied" - the very satisfied probably being those who regard their
participation as efficacious.

c.

Public randan sample in which respondents were asked their degree of
satisfation with the perfonnance of various institutions including trade
unions in II alleviating the eris"Is II •
Responses ranged from livery good II ,
II good II ,
"bad" and livery bad". Reported by James McGregor~ Ope cit., 18.
His original source was Krakow Press Research center~ Spoteczenstvo
Polskie Przed IX Zjazdem PZPR (Krakow, 1981), 12.
Alternative data
sources -indicate that branch unions had the II trust II of 56 percent of a
national sample in May 1981. We think these data are less canparable to
our Latin American data given the latter I s em};hasis on a citizen I s
conviction that an institution will do sanething versus a general sense
of goodwill. The OOOP report from MaY1981~ "Spotezcne zaufanie" is cited
by David Mason~ II Solidarity, socaal.Lsm, and Public Opinion", paper
delivered at the 1982 Annual Meeeting of the American Political SCience
Assocaat.Lon, Denver, September 2-5, 1982, 10, Table 3.
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TABLE X

Implicit Attribution of Responsibility for Dissatisfaction
to the Polity: Industrial Workers in State
capitalist and State SOCialist Regimes*

1.
2.
*

State Capitalism

State Socialism

Mexico

venezuela

Ranania

Poland

OVerall sense of
system responsiveness

rood-

rood-

low

low

low

low

Diffuse support for
polity

modlow

modlow

modlow

low

Individual items in supporting tables are labeled as low, moderate, or
high if they fall into the following ranges:
0-33%: 34%-66%: 67%-100%.
The entries in this table are indications of the central tendency across
items in a variety of supportrinq tables.
The sense of system
responsiveness and diffuse support, of course, both represent positive
assessments of the pol.i,ty •
IDN scores on either would indicate the
attribution of responsibility for one's dissatisfaction to the fXJlity.
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TABLE XI
Assessments of System Responsiveness by Industrial Workers:
Electoral Mechanisms of Accountability
Mexicoa
(Non-Competitive)

Venezuela a
(Competitive)

Poland
(Non-Competitive)

(low)
31.2%

(moderate)
58.2%

25.6%

(low)
18.5%

(low)
13.9%

(low)
8.0%c

(moderate)
49.0%

(moderate)
50.9%

a. Perceived effect
of voting:
percent indicating
"much effect" or
"some effect"

(10w1

b. Electoral compact
between voters and
elected officials:
percent assuming
that majority of
elected officials
try to ful fill
c. Net effect of
elections:
do they warrant
our attention?
percent asserting
that it matters
that "the best
candidate win" and
rejecting assertion
that "nothing will
change as a result
of elections."

(low~

6.0%

a. "Structural Determinants Study, 1979-1980."
b. Data from 1979 survey of shipyard workers who were asked "Do you think the
average person has influence over what happens today in Poland?" Original
source, Jacek Poprzeczko and Tomasz Sypniewski, "Stoczniowcy 81", Zyclie
Warszaway as reported in McGregor, op.cit., 11.

c. December 1980 data indicating support for the principle that there should
be "more societal control over the government", here interpreted to mean
that the percent not supporting such a pr inciple (L, e., 8%) believe that
government-society linkage as already strong enough. Over ninety percent
believe then, that the compact between voters and government is weak.
See
Lena Kolarska-Bobinska, "Lad spoleczyny-Jaki", Zycie Gospodarcze (10 May
1981), 7 as cited by McGregor, op cit., 12.
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d. Radio Free Europe, East European Audience and Opinion Research, "Trends in
Hypothetical Party Preferences Among Respondents from Czechoslovakia,
Percent here, and
Hungary and Poland" (December, 1981), 15, Table 6.
judgment of "low", reflect those Poles for whom party choice of "communist"
vis-a-vis others in a hypothetical election, implies that existing
electoral system "warrants attention".
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TABLE XII
Assessments of System Responsiveness b¥ Industrial Workers
Attitudes of Politicians and Bureaucrats
Mexicoa
Non-canpet.
state
capitalist)
a. Percentage who
envision serious
(moderate)
response fran
functionary
44.4%
hypothetical
situation
b. Percentage who
believe that
politicians and (low)
high function
29.2%
aries pay "much II
or II some II
attention to the
views of workers.
c. Percentage who
believe that
functionaries
"want, to serve
the public II ,
(low)
vs , belief
28.6%
that
II functionaries
are out to serve
themselves. II
a.
b.

venezuelaa
(canpet.
state
capitalist)

Poland
Rananiab
Non-eanpet. (Non-eanpet.
'state
state
socialist) socialist)

(low)
22.9%

(low)
6.6%

(low)
17.2%

N/

(low)
l4.8%c

(high)
89.7%

N/A

(low)d
<30%

N/A

tructura l Detenninants Study, 1979-1980. 11

IIS

Data are fran Georgeta oan-Spinoiu, Faetori Obiectiv si' Subiectiv in
Integrarea Profesionala a Femeii (Bucharest: Editura AJademiei, 1974),
74. Data are fran a sample of 60 men and 60 wanen drawn at randan fran a
much larger (several thousand) "FOOllI of \\lOrkers in several types of
industry.
QUestion asked attitude of respondents toward II excessive
bureaucracy and arbitrary decisions."
A forced choice response was
employed; 6.6% indicated that they would "t.ry to attract my superior's
attention II , while others said that they do not react because it would have
no effect (30% males ~ 13.3% females) while very high proportions said that
they would not respond at all (53.5% females, 23.4% ma.les), which we
interpret to be a sign of ION confidence in system responsiveness among
workers.
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c. This figure is a mean of the percentages of "unskilled"; "skilled" and
"peasant workers" (part-time industrial \\Orkers) Who score high or very
high on campbell's political efficacy scale applied to an early December
1981 (before nartial law) survey of 1119 Poles conducted by Renata
Siemienska; Ope cit.; 16.
d. Radio Free Europe, East European Area Audience and Opinion Research,
"Czechoslovak; Hungarian and Polish Attitudes Toward the Comlunist Party
Leader and Toward the President of the United States" (February ~ 1982), 9:
percent indicating that the party leader eXhibits positive characteristics
of being "for the average citizen" ~ from a sample of citizens of these
countries who traveled in Western Europe.
The percentages of
Czechoslovakia and Hungary are 23.5% and 34.5% respectively.
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TABLE XIII
Indicators of Diffuse Support for the Polity:
Industrial Workers in State Capitalism and State Socialism*
Mexico**

Venezuela**

Poland

(low)
31.6%

(moderate)
56.9%

nla

(moderate)
35.6%

(moderate)
54.5%

(low)
15%a

(moderate)
57.7%

(low)
29.2%

(low) b
23.30%

d. Extent to which
courts render
fair and just
decisions:
percent "almost always"
or "frequently"

(low)
26.3%

(low)
24.2%

28~~c

e. Degree honesty of
political leaders:
percent "very honest
or "honest"

(low)
24.8%

(moderate)
34.7%

6%

(low)
32.4%

(low)
28.3%

(low)
7.1%-19.0%e

a. Pride in our form
of government:
percent "very
proud" or "proud"
b. Our system best for
this country:
percent "best
system" or "good
for country"
c. Extent to which
citizens ought to
support government
percent "always" or
generally" "always"

(low)

(l~w)

f. Extent to which
politicians look
after interests of
workers:
percent "maximum
extent possible" or
"well enough"
*

Insufficient data are available from Romania to make comparisons.

** "structural Determinants Study, 1979-1980."

a

Radio Free Europe; East European Area Audience and Opinion Research;
"Eastern S<:x::ialism - Western Denocracy and the Functioning of the 'IWo
Systems" (November~ 1981), 20: N=2,143 Lncervfews among Polish travellers
to Western Europe fran April 1970 to August 1980. SUbjects were asked "HeM
does S<:x::ialism work out in practice in ••• (name of country) ••• very well,
well, badly, or very badly?"
percentage cited is the subtotal of "very
well" and "well" responses.

b

I.J:Mer estimate is fran a survey in September of 1981 by the Social Research
Center of SOlidarity in Warsaw, as reported in McGregor~ Ope cit., 19.
Respondents, all SOlidarity rrembers, were asked if they trusted specific
institutions in Polish society and goverrunent.
Here, 23% is the mean
percentage of respondents indicating trust in ten principal pa.rty-state
institutions, excluding only the Sejrn, Anny, Church and SOlidarity. Higher
estimate is fran a public sample reported by David Mason, in his paper,
"SOlidarity, SOCialism and Public Opinion", Ope cit. , 12 ~ Table 5.
His
original source was an OooP report, "Napiecia Sprecznei Stosunki WradzaSOlidarnosc w Opinii Publicznej" (Warsaw, November 1981). As martial law
approached, ironically this public trust in "goverrunent" rose to 51%.

c. Data are fran the same survey as "b" ~
sample indicating trust in "courts."

the 28% being the portion of the

d. Data are fran public survey in late November 1980 indicating that only 6
percent thought the goverrunent was "displaying gcx::rl will" in the dispute
with SOlidarity. Discussed in McGregor, op, cit., 17: his original source
was FBIS Daily Re{X>rt_ (Eastern Europe) December 8, 1981, G30.
e

Data are Polish public's evaluation of perfonnance by PUWP "leadership" and
"Central Goverrnnent" in alleviating the crisis in mid-1981 as gauged by a
survey conducted by the Krakow Press Research Center. Responses of "gCXJd"
and "very gCXJd" have been canbined.
The Party leadership' s perfonnance
was, then, viewed p:>sitively by 7.1%: the "Central Government" received
positive evaluations from 19.0%. See McGregor, Ope cit., 18. See also the
closely related item fran Renata Siernienska' s data reported in Table XII.
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TABLE XIV

Political Behavior by Industrial Workers in State
Capitalist and State Socialist Regimes:
Mobilized, Conventional and Protest Activity
Mexico*
I.

venezuela*

Rcmania

Poland

g

Mobilized _.Behavior:
Total percent pressured
to engage in any political act •••

6.2%

1.0%

57.5%a

by union
by politicians

3.6%

0.2%

N/A

N/A

(goverrunent)

1.0%
0.8%
0.8%

0.2%
0.0%
0.6%

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

76.0%

75.8%

98.0%b

95.0%h

37.4%
34.8%

33.8%
33.5%

50.0%c
l6.0%c

+60.0%i
N/A

at hane
at work
in organizations

20.6%
20.0%
10.8%

16.6%
9.9%
12.0%

N/A
N/A
29.0%d

N/A
N/A
N/A

D. Attend Political
Meetings or
Rallies*

17.2%

7.7%

N/A

25%j

9.6%

6.9%

N/A

25%

42.4%

61.8%

60-80%e

69-89.0% k

2.6%

6.6%

<2.0%£

65.8%1

by canpany
by multiple agents

II. Conventional" Behavior:
A. Percent voting
"alrrost always" or
"rrost times II in
national elections
B. News ACX}uisition**
via television
via newspapers
C. Political Discussion**

E. Campaign Activity**
III. Protest
A.

~ivity:

Cla~ Willing to
Engage in

B. Have participated
in strike or public
protest denonstration

C. Have signed protest
letter published in
newspaper protest

0.8%

4.8%

N/A

N/A

*

"Structural Detenninants Study, 1979-1980."

**

Percent claiming to engage in activity "very frequently" or "regularly."

a

Mariana Sirbu; "COnstiin~a Politica si Procesul integrarii 1n Munca" in
C. POtinga and v; Popescu, eds., op~ cit., 43. Trade union only members
who "participate in initiating activities for the general asserrbly of
enterprises only when "asked" or "when obligated". "No response" rate was
27.8%.
--

b

Data fran 1980 Grand National Asserrbly elections in Ranania.
(11 March 1980), 1.

c

Data are fran Pavel campeanu, Radio Televiziune Public (Bucharest: Fditura
Stiintifica, 1972), 134. Question to a national public sample asked where
respondents learned about 1970 floods. More recent data, fran a sample of
2600 workers, confinned that television is the principal infonnation
source for Rananian workers. see Argentina Firuta, "Schi..rrhari in MXlul de
Viata al Clasei Muncitoare," Viitoru1 SOCial 7, No. 1 (January-March,
1978), 77.

d

Percentage reported is the mean of workers fran towns, suburbs and
villages who indicated that their "preference" in leisure time was to
attend "lectures", by which is meant principally {X>litical topics (world
events, for example). Such lectures are planned around the workplace or
other organizations. See Firuta, op. cit.

e

Authors' estimate for Rananian mining industIy based upon non-scientific
sample in 1978.

f

Authors' estimate based upon size of workforce in industries where strikes
and/or temporary stoppages have been reported since the mid-1970s.

g

Although we can report no exact data, we estimate fran about two-thirds of
workers think they have no influence on what happens in Poland while 8090% of Poles agreed with principles connoting greater denocracy and
freedan regarding political acts. We think it reasonable to conclude that
a very high proportion of \\1Orking-c1ass Poles; then; \\1Ould sense
"pressure" to engage in political acts.

h

Data fran 1976 sejm (national parliament) elections are reported in

See Sc1nteia

Polityka (3 April 1976), 4. See also Radio Free Europe, Polish Situation
Report (26 March 1976) concerning lower voter turnout in locales such as
Gdansk.
i

Authors' estimate based upon ratio of TV/radio usage to reading in public
sample reported in Maurice Sirron and Christine Sadowski, "Attitudes Toward
Participation in the Polish Political Culture", paper presented at the
annual meeting of the APSA, New York, September, 1978, 33. Eighty-ninety
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percent of unskilled and skilled \\1Orkers possess televisions.
Ope cit

See

Nowak;

j

Renata Ziemienska ~ op. cit. , 21, reporting data on research in mediumsized Polish towns where public interviews were conducted; percentage is
that part of popul.atdon \\ho had attended "election meetings."

k

The higher estimate is fran a survey of Solidarity merribers wOO supported
strike activity in Gdansk and other ooastal areas \\hich brought the PUWP
goverrnnent into direct negotiations with workers.
Support for strikes
generally declined fran this level during 1981. see McGregor, Ope cit.,
14 citing OOOP data. The lower estimate reflects such later measurements
as reported by Siemienska, ope cit., 22.

1

rata

fran Polityka (13 September 1980), N=500, stratified such that one of
four groups consisted almost entirely of industrial \\Orkers \\ho lacked
canplete secondary education.
rata reported here are for this group,
apparently in response to the question "Did you participate in recent
strikes?"
See Siemienska I s data regardi.n:J Lnczeasdnq willingness to
engage in protest of sane kind, Ope cit., 22-23.
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FOOI'NOTES

1.

With regard to the concepts of parochial and subject roles, we follow

Gabriel Alrrond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture (Princeton, New Jersey,
Princeton University Press,

1963).

However,

in tenus of rrore autonaoous

participant roles, the Civic Culture approach is inadequate.
suggest

the

need

At a mi.nimum, we

to distinguish between participation which accepts the

general contours of the allocative principles preferred by political elites of
the

existing

system,

and

participation

principles preferred by system elites.

which

See, for

challenges
example~

the

allocative

Ronald Inglehart,

"Changing paradigms in canparative Political Behavior", paper presented at
1982

Annual

Meeting

of

American

Political

SCience

Association,

Denver,

September: 12-15.
2.

See the cases identified in Chapter 2 of Gary Bertsch, Robert Clark

and David Wood, canparing

Po~itical

Systems: Power and Policy in Th.I:.ee \!orlds,

second edition, (New York, John Wiley & Sens, 1982).
3.

See James Malloy, "Generation of Political Support and Allocation of

Costs, II in cannelo Mesa-Lago, ed , , Revolu.!=-ionary Change in Cuba (Pittsburgh:
University of pittsburgh Presss, 1970), 27.
4.

Ibid.

5.

For

evidence

on

the

neglect of Third World and East European

polities, see Lee Sigelrnan and George GadOOis, .rr ., "Contemporary Canparative
Politics: An Inventory and Assessment," canparative Political

Studies~

Vol.

16, No. 3 (OCtober 1983), 275-305.
The quantitative data fran Eastern Europe cane fran a variety of
survey sources, all secondary in nature and, therefore, not subject to further
analysis.
in both

Hc1Never, Daniel Nelson has conducted research on numerous occasions
Rcmania

and poland,

and

is

in a

position to offer qualitative
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judgments to canplement the survey data.

The data on Mexico and Venezuela

cane fran surveys conducted in roth countries between Novenber of 1979 and
February of 1980 under the tenns of National Science Foundation Grant SES 7901748

UO Kenneth

(University

of

M.

Coleman,

Kentucky

Center

Principal
at

Ft.

Investigator;
Knox),

Charles

Cb-Principal

L.

Davis

Investigator;

Francisco zapata (El Colegio de Mexico), Mexican Study Director; Oly Lozada de
Izcaray

(FundacicSn

para

el

Venezuelan Study Director.
was

to

insure

that

desarrollo

de

la

regiOn

centro-occidental) ,

The sampling design for the Latin American studies

variation

along

certain

structural

dimensions

was

guaranteed ~ such that in each country there \\QuId be roughly 100 cases in each
of five categories: (1) non-unionized workers in non-strategic industries; (2)
members

of

"state-controlled"

or

"incorporated"

unions

in

oon-strategic

industries; ( 3) members of "incorporated" unions in strategic industries; (4)
members of"autononnus" unions in non-strategic industries, and ( 5 ) members of
II

autonc::aoous" unions in strategic industries.

No claim has ever been made that

these samples are "representative national samples. II

Rather,

the goal in

sampling was to guarantee variation in the types of structural settings to
which workers were exposed.

What can be said about the two Latin American

samples is that they are highly canparable samples; hence, observed variations
in results can be attributed to variations in national context and not to

variant sanpling procedures across countries.

In all tables,

the Latin

American data will be labeled as cx:mi.ng fran the "Structural Detenninants
Study, 1979-1980."

7.

To sane extent, we cannot avoid the issue of the degree to which

discontent has its origins in the structural features of the econany.
example,

the

"meaning"

discussed below ~

of

industrial

employrrent to w:>rkers,

will vary with its availability.

Hence,

For

as will be

the degree of
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satisfaction expressed with similar jobs may be a function of location in
different structures of employnent Which present different p::>ssibilities to
workers.

In Eastern European state socialist regimes, a higher percentage of

the workforce is employed in industry than in Latin American state capitalist
settings.

For example,

in 1979 the World Bank estirnaterl that 39% of the

Polish workforce was employed in industry, versus only 26% in Mexico and 27%
in Venezuela.

(Data on Romania were not included in the World Bank repornv)

In both the Latin American cases, service sector enployrrent was high, 37% in
Mexico and fully 54% of the econanically active workforce in venezuela, versus
only 30% in Poland.

These data reflected the tremendous pressure to produce

employment for a rapidly growing workforce in Latin America, where in the
1970s the average yearly growth of the YJOrkforce was beteen 3.0% (Mexico) and
4.0%

(Venezuela),

industrial

employment

environments.
24.

vs ,

only 1.5%

in Poland.

may

it

make

somewhat

Hence,
more

the sheer rarity of

attractive

in

certain

We shall touch upon this point below, esp, pp. 4-8 and note

Data source for this footnote: World Bank, World Development Report 1981

(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), 170-171.
8.

Details are provided in Table 1 of the unabridged version of this

paper presented initially at the 1982 Annual Meeting of the American Political
SCience Association, Denver, September 2-5.

9.

The one glaring exception to this generalization is the 40.3% of

Venezuelan workers who confess that they "have to force themselves to go to
work."

A team of Israeli econanists, led by Meir Merhav, recently prepared an

exhaustive critique of national development efforts in Venezuela which argues
that malnutrition is the origin of apparent "labor indiscipline:"
"The biological/nutritional truth is that the average Venezuelan
must econanize his physical effort, and this affects 45% of the

·· 6 ~

national population •••
present.

A state of acceptable nutrition is not

The current generation of \VOrkers is not even physically

adapted to the requirements of the modern industrial apparatus that
Venezuela is trying to develop."
Cited in Joseph Mann, "Merhav's Venezuela: Poor Little Rich Country," Business
Venezuela, July-August 1980, 35.
10.
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nore rapid than that of Mexico ~ but was undertaken in the context of slower
popul.at.Ion growth rates.
25 • The slightly nore negative assessments of \\Orkers in Venezuela may
surprise non-Latin Americanists who might be inclined to think that workers
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affective

assessments

distributional reality.

correspond

rather

closely

to

In fact, these
the

underlying

Both the results of Structural Detenninants Study and

of other recent studies suggest that real wages are slightly higher in Mexico
than

in Venezuela,

although ncminal wages are greater in the latter.

see

Jorge salazar-earrillo, Estructura de los salarios industriales en America
Latina (Buenos Aires: Ediciones, Siap, 1979).
26. We would expect, however , that levels of dissatisfaction would have
increased fran 1979 through 1982 as Ranania's econanic downturn had an impact
on workers' buying power, a phenanenon also occurring in Venezuela and Mexico.
27.

Even

in

a

socialist system such as Hungary,

Where many market

principles are allOl/ed to operate, workers see little opportunity to playa
role in job-related decision-making.

See Csaba Maklo and L. Hethy, "Worker

Participation and the SOCialist Enterprise: A Hungarian Case Study," in C.
Ccx:>per and E.

Mumford;

eds.,

The

Qua~~~y

of Working Life in Western and

Eastern EurOpe (Westport; Cl': Greenwood; 1979), 296-326.
28. Nearly 33% of Mexican workers would like to change jobs within the
canpany,

while another 30% would like to open their

oamparable figures are 18.5% and 11.8% in Venezuela.

CMIl

business.

The

The 30% of the Mexican
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workers who would wish to open their own business, for example, may be a good
indicator of the belief that one's condition as a worker is merely transient.

,

29. Roman Cresin, "Aspect Privind Mobilitatea si
Fluctuatia profesionala
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a Tinerilor," in Tineret Industrial, eds., Ovidiu Badina and Catalin Mamali
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32.
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of

working

class

politicization to the fact that sudden outbursts of spontaneously-expressed
discontent are quite possible amongst the industrial workers of the more
advanced state-capitalist regimes.
protest

in

Argentina,

Brazil

Examining cases of rapidly escalating

and Mexico,

Jelin warns of the danger

of

forecasting any long-term evolution of working class attitudes from occasional
snapshot surveys of the views of workers.

Circumstances can occur in which

the emerge of class-conscious militance amongst
disjunctive, non-linear fashion.

workers~ill

occur in

a

See Jelin, La protesta obrera (Buenos Aires:

Editorial Nueva Visi6n, 1974), and Jelin, "Orientaciones e ideolog{as obreras
en America Latina", in Ruben Katzman and Jose Luis Reyna, eds., Fuerza de
trabajo y movimientos laborales en America Latina (Mexico, D.F.: El Colegio de
Mexico, 1979).
33. Venezuelan workers might acquire the opportunity to exhibit similar
disaffection

if

the 1980 proposal

of the Confederacion

Venezolanos for "co-gestion" were to be implemented.

de Trabajadores

For a discussion of the
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No.

(November 1980) ~

429

389-392.
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Gennan roodel and reflective of the increased financial pJWer of the

Hector Lucena ~ "lPorque la
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1,

No.

For
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useful

(November
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conceptual

Universidad
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participation as system transformative action II vs , "worker ' s participation as
integrative action which reinforces existing structures II
Stephens,

The
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Polit!~s _ of

~~!"spective

Workers' Participation: The

(New York: Academic Press,

Lucena interprets the Venezuelan proposal as

II

see Evelyne Huber

p~vian

1980) ,

Approach in

4-5 and passim.

sy s t em integrative action. 1I

34. Given p:>st-1980 econanic slowdowns, we would judge workers in both
countries

to be

sanewhat nore dissatisfied at the tirre of this writing.

35 • See Jan Malanowski, Sto~~!~].asowe i roznic~_ spotenczne v miescie
(Warsaw: Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1967), 254-265.
36. Ibid., 297-302.
37. See Daniel N. Nelson, "Ranania: Participatory Dynamics in 'Developed
Socialism'

~

in Jan F. Triska and Charles Gati, eds., Blue Collar Workers in

Eastern Europe (London s George Allen and Unwin, 1981), 246-247.

The extent to

which. the evidence fran miners can be taken as evidence for all workers is

suspect,

however,

Siegel,

liThe

for reasons first articulated by Clark Kerr and Abraham

Inter-Industry

propensity

to

Strike:

An

International

Conparison," in William Kornhauser, et al., , eds , , Industrial Conflict (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1954).
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38. Thirty-three percent of unionized workers reported repression by the
government in

Mexico~

only 3% did so in Venezuela.

See unabridged varsaon,

Table XII in Coleman and Nelson, 1982 APS1\ paper.
39. We are mindful that one man' s "repression II nay well be another man' s
"reinstitution of law and order."

HCMever, the very subjectivity of judgments

is relevant to the concept under discussion.
propensity

to

interpret

ambiguous

Class consciousness implies the

situations

in

terms

of

social

class

referents, as the notion of repression of union activity does implicitly.
40. See Radio Free Europe Research, Situation Report: Ranania (March 19,
1979), 18-22.
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Also see Daniel N. Nelson, "Worker-party Conflict in Ranania,"

~~~

(Septerriber-OCtober 1981) ~ 48.
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with

the

outputs

of

the

idea of canpetitive elections.

political
Hence,

system,

but

the venezuelan

workers might not regret the passing of a capitalist order ~ if such a passing
could be coupled with the maintenance of bourgeois electoral procedures.
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WOrking
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110.
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62 • Coleman and zapata, field notes of February 27, 1981, on interviews
with

leaders of

Section

24,

Sindicato de Trabajadores

Petroleras

de

la

Republica Mexicana.

63 • For example; 64.5% of Mexican union member respondents vs , 18.5% of
canparable Venezuelan respondents said that their union had struck in the time
that

they

had been

a

member.

These

estimates

probably

understate

the

incidence of strikes (over, say, a ten year period) because of the youth of
the labor force sampled.

64. Arrl, even if successful, disputes may emerge arrong rival factions as
to hew best to maintain union II independence. II

On this process in the Mexican

autoroc>bile industry, see Ian Roxborough, unions and Politics in Mexico: The
Autarobile Industry

(unpublished manuscript,

Londone The London School of

Economics, 1982).

65 • Daniel N.
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(OCtober 1980), 554-555.
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66. In 1:x>th countries the rrost, conmon1y cited benefits are collective
qoods ,
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67 ·James McGregor~ op.cit., 19, citing Tygodnik Solid~~ (20 Noveniber
1981) and the data therein fran Mazosze Solidarity' survey of 900 members in
September of 1981.
68 • Mal loy,-

.

op.c~t.,

27.

69. This nore favorable evaluation is not a function of public pol.Ley
outcanes being rrore favorable to workers in Venezuela.

A canparison of real

wages for industrial workers across a variety of industries revealed that
venezuelan workers received salaries representing 148% of the average real
wage in the 11 member Latin American Free Trade Association, but that the
Mexican workers received the highest real wages at 192% of the eleven-country
average.

Jorge Salazar-Carrillo, op.cit., 138.

70. While sane might question the validity of such survey items, public
opinion pol.Lanq in Franco I s Spain provided a reasonably accurate picture of
relative party strength in the "pol.Ltacal.Iy decanpressed" post-Franco era.
See also Brian H.

Snith and Frederick C.

Turner,

liThe Quality of Survey

Research in Authoritarian Regimes," paper delivered at 1982 World COngress of
the International Political Science Association, Rio de

Janeiro~

Brazil.

71. See Nelson, "Workers' State," op.cit.
72. The rrore poai,tive Venezuelan results might be understood in tenns of
a

reaction to the canpetitive features of the political process in that

country.

COleman, et al., "Inequality, Working Class ACX1Uiescence••• ," ope

cit., 27-29.
73. See Nowak, op.cit., 52-53.
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74. Protest is autoncnous behavior employed by those who have few other
means to influence decisions.
successful.

It is a form of activity that is unlikely to be

The Latin American poor understand the limitations of protest and

are unlikely to prefer protest as a strategy for IX>litical demand-making.
Wayne A.

COrnelius ~

"Urbanization

and Political Demand-Making :

Participants Anong the Migrant Poor
Political Science

ReVieN~

Vol.
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State, II ope

Political

in Latin American Cities," American

(1974),

Likewise,

1125-1146.

workers understand that their protests may change very little.
"Workers in a Workers I

See

cit.

Rananian

See Nelson

Protest, however, challenges the

allocative principles employed by decision-makers in a manner unguided by
political elites.

Fbr an insightful discussion of why protest is so difficult

to use successful.Iy, see Michael Lipsky,

"Protest as a Political Resource,"

American Political Science Review, Vol. 62, No. 4 (1968)

~

1144-1158.

75. The higher incidence of p:>litical discussion on the job in Mexico may
seem strange.

HOIfJever, personal interviews by Coleman with venezuelan labor

leaders reveal that a conflict-aversion norm has been strongly implanted in
recent years.

This norm attempts to avoid any partisan bickering that might

impair union solidarity.

Ironically, the much-lauded p:>litical pluralism of

the

novement

Venezuelan

labor

nay

contribute

rcaterially

to

the

depoliticization of the Venezuelan laborer.
76. Even in Latin America, hcMever, voting and attendance at campaign
meetings are activities in which external nobilization can playa major role.
77 • We do know that the nost frequent reasons for participating in
protest activity by workers in both Latin American countries were to express
concern over salaries or to demand price controls.
protests were nore rare.
78. By a 2-1 margin in both countries.

Explicitly p:>litica1
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79. our use of functionalist tenninology implies no oovert desire for
system stasis.

We are inclined to believe that the world could do better than

to preserve; ad infinitum; the existing state socialist regimes of East Europe
or the state capitalist regimes of Latin America.

